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definition OF TERMS

saints faithful members of the church and kingdom of god on earth

church the church of jesus christ of latter day saints mormonsMor

zion

mons

1 the church of jesus christ is zion 2 the place where the

members of the church live

gentiles people who are not members of the church unbelieversbelieversun

general authorities the presiding authority of the church is the first
presidency consisting of three high priests a president and his

counselors associated with them are twelve apostles and other men

who are called assistants to the twelve apostles a patriarch to

the church the first council of seventies consisting of seven

men next in order is the presiding bishopric consisting of three

high priests

stake A geographic unit of the LDS church similar to a diocese

each stake is composed of several smaller units called wards

ward A ward is the mormon equivalent of a parish the basic ecclesi-

astical church unit in and through which the programs of the church

are administered several wards form a stake

branch congregations of saints which are not large and stable enough to

form wards are organized into branches presided over by a branch

president all the congregations located within the districts of

missions are called branches

vii

cormons
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MIA mutual improvement association an auxiliary of the church that

aids the priesthood in leading the youth of zion in spiritual and

social development YLMIA young ladies organization

YMMIA young mens organization this organization is sometimes

called mutual

relief society an organization of adult women whose purpose is to work

for the temporal and spiritual salvation of all the women in the

church

primary an organization for the instructing of the LDS children up

to the age of 12 years

mormon battaliopbattaliopcibattalionBattal Aiopionlon battalion of 500 men recruited by the US government

in 1846 to go to california to help fight mexico

word of wisdom A revelation given to joseph smith in 1833 as a law of

health dealing particularly with dietary matters D & C 89

conferences latter day saints assemble periodically in various conferences

to worship and to receive religious instructions

high council each stake has a group of 12 men called to serve as a

judicial and administrative body their work is to aid and assist

the stake presidency in regulating the various church affairs and

programs in the stake

church security program this has reference to the church welfare program

which provides for the temporal needs of the poor whenever po-

ssible those receiving welfare assistance work for what they receive

viii
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CHAPTER I1

introduction

purpose

the purpose of this study is to give a general account of the latter
day saint settlement of oakley idaho this study is to relate many of the

difficulties that faced these early pioneers and to show their courage and

resourcefulness in meeting these problems

justification of the problem is that the history of this latter day

saint settlement has never been written the writer feels it is important

to preserve and record for future generations some of those stories and

events in oakleys history that might otherwise be untold and forgotten

method of procedure

the writer sought out and interviewed residents of oakley that were

known to have knowledge concerning the study these interviews with many

of the oldest people in the community opened many avenues of information on

the history of the valley they referred the writer to many other people

both present and former residents of the community who had witnessed many

of the events in the proposed study and these also were contacted

the writer had access to 2000 issues of newspapers published in

oakley from 1893 to 1961 at which time the newspaper office closed

these issues yielded many additional items of interest call back inter-

views had to be made to question people on some of these additional new-

spaper items that were incomplete

libraries were checked for books on this area of idaho early county

pu

1
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2

records were searched letters were written to many people not possible to

be contacted because of distance and agencies such as the weather bureau

and soil conservation offices were consulted all of these contacts yielded

much helpful information

the writer has striven to accumulate as much information as he could

find and he has expended time and effort to clarify questionable areas and

points and to document the information thus presented
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figure 1 oakley idaho
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CHAPTER II11

historical background

geographical description

oakley is a small agricultural community of south central idaho num-

bering approximately 800 people it is a part of cassia county and is

located 20 miles southwest of burley the county seat oakley is situated

in the goose creek valley named from the goose creek flowing from the

mountains south of oakley

oakley is bordered by mountains on the east west and south ount

harrison to the east and mount independence to the south range in altitudes

of 9265 feet above sea level and 10335 feet above sea level respectively

the state line dividing utah and idaho is 20 miles to the south of oakley

situated some 16 miles southeast of oakley is a 20 square mile area of

rock formations carved by erosion into many interesting shapes and sizes

this was a noted scenic area enjoyed by early emigrants on their way to

oregon and california and is also enjoyed by people today it has been

given the name of city of rocks

the basinbasin11 is located 5 miles east of oakley and is separated from

oakley by a low ridge of mountains the population of this area is con-

sidered a part of oakley

the length of the growing season varies considerably A frost free

period of 110130110 days130 is recognized in the goose creek valley the basin

and the area above oakley fall within the 8011080 day110 period

united states department of agriculture climatic summary of the
united states southern idaho section 6 p 30

mount

1

lunitedlunsted summaryof
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11
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the average annual temperature recorded for oakley from 1893 to 1952 is

48.3483 degrees F the highest temperature recorded was 108 degrees F and

the lowest temperature recorded was 26 degrees below zero

the average total precipitation from 1893 to 1952 was 10.201020 inches

an average of the last twenty two years compared with the preceding thirty
0

seven years shows a decrease in precipitation

the total acreage of land in the goose creek valley is 696424 acres

of this acreage 110437 acres are irrigated lands with 29152 acres being

classed as dry farming land the principal crops grown today are sugar

beets potatoes beans cereal crops alfalfa hay and pastures corn silage

and red clover seed are produced on a smaller scale in this area 3

trappers expeapexplorersorersborers

the general area of oakley valley or the goose creek valley was tra-

versed by trappers and explorers many years before its settlement As they

journeyed up and down the snake river they searched its creeks and tribu

tariesbaries looking for fur bearing animals the following account tells of

one of these expeditions along the snake river in cassia county

on the sixteenth day of october of 1811 the hunt party sent out
by the foremost citizen of his day john jacob As tor camped on what
was then known as caldron linn now the present site of the town of
milner this expedition known as the hunt party was sent out from
st louis by john jacob As tor and it camped for some time at the
spot where milner now stands judge hays says a record of their
troubles will be found in washington irvingsasirvings torAs ia the party spent
most of october and november in the snake river valley they called

bide p 37

bido p 21

0glengien ho logan soil scientist A descriptive legend of the soil survey
on the east and west cassia soil conservation districts idaho feb 1962

2
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the whirling waters below the rocky island at milner which now supports
the immense dam the caldron linn and the canyon below the devils
scuttle hole 1 the party camped longer at milner than anywhere else

one idaho historian stated that it was the hudson bay trappers who found

some cassia plants along a stream in this area and named it cassia creek

goose creek also was named by fur trappers

goose creek cassia county this stream was named by members of
the rocky mountain fur company under milton sublette in 1832 because
of the vast number of geese which congregated upon and fed along its
course 2

indians

the goose creek mountains and others surrounding the oakley valley

were a favorite hunting area for indians deer and antelope were plentiful

and the indians came here to get their meat and dry it for winter this

area was a favorite place for pine nuts as illustrated by the following

during the late fall after the heavy frost had struck the mountains
many indians of different tribes visited the city of rocks region to
gather pine nuts which were plentiful in this neighborhood it was
my delight when these indians came to the station to beg a biscuit or
some pine nuts to get glove maker jim to converse with them

the city of rocks has long been known for the number of pine nuts it
produces each year some of our early settlers stated that they traded grain

for meat with the indians

emigrant trails
when gold was discovered in california many emigrants travelled on

the oregon trail which followed the snake river until they came to the

raft river here they left the oregon trail and followed the raft river in a

he oakley herald april 28 1911

chariescharlesrharles S walgamott six decades back caldwell caxton printers
ltd 1936 p 354

bid p 43

8
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southerly direction to the city of rocks near the utahidahoutah borderidaho from

there they went west to the goose creek and following west still further

and south came to the humboldt river and then continued on to california

there were many variations of the trails to california as some followed

the snake river down to raft river and then followed the border of the

mountains until they came to the goose creek valley and then followed the

goose creek south to meet the california trail south of oakley

the city of rocks located some 16 miles southeast of oakley was once

a terminal of the old oregon and california trails wagon trains coming

from the east camped here and those going to california turned west while

those going to oregon traveled down birch creek to oakley meadows and on to

the snake river to oregon one large rock in the city of rocks was called

camp rock and was used as a directory for the trains yet to come the

travelers would write on the granite face with wagon grease the dates of

their arrival and departure and the direction they were going

the following are accounts of various emigrant trains camping in the

area

near nightfall on august 15th 1849 we encamped on goose creek
a small tributary to the lewis fork of the columbia river in the
southern part of what is now the state of idaho and about two hundred
miles north of the great salt lake at the point where we struck the
creek there had been a regular camping place and the grass in that
vicinity had all been consumed but by moving up the creek a mile or
two excellent grass and ice cold spring water were found and we

tarried there all of the next day

the following account took place in 1844

proceeding down bear river they arrived without adventure at
fort hall which was the point at which the oregon party was to sep-
arate from those going to california here they were compelled to
purchase flour for which they paid a dollar a pound the parting

eubenreuben cole shaw across the plains in forty nine chicago the lake-
side press 1948 p 109

humboldtriver

theycame
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with the oregon party was a sad one during the long journey across
the plains many strong friendships had been formed and the separation
was deeply regretted by all our emigrant train now consisted of
eleven wagons and twenty six persons all as determined to push on to
california as on the day they left council bluffs the country they
had traversed was more or less known to trappers and hunters and there
had been little danger of losing their way neither were the obstacles
very formidable but the remainder of the route lay for most of the
distance through an unknown country through which we must find our
way without map chart or guide and with diminished numbers

another phase of history can be told of the northern california
trail which branched off at the raft river where highway 30 north is
now and how the trail ran in a southwesterly direction up through the
raft river valley coming into the city of rocks continued on over
granite pass and on to the goose creek area here it followed goose
creek for some time and left this part of the country for california
through wells nevada

the overland trail originated first at corinne utah this was
the shipping point on the southern pacific railroad for montana points
north and for the pacific northwest when the southern pacific reached
kelton utah it became the shipping point the trail went to cedar
creek south of strevell and passed by the present town of strevell
going in a northwest direction it passed around the mountain crossing
clear creek and on to raft river directly west of the twin sister
rocks and on to the stage station in the heart of the city of rocks

the two trails crossed there and the overland trail turned north-
west and went over junction summit and ran along the foot of the
mountains to summit station and down cedar hill where it crossed birch
creek about three miles southeast of oakley running a northwestern
direction it turned due west at the present eldon whittle place and
crossed goose creek oakley meadows which was another stage station
about three miles from oakley connected the rest of the overlanderland trail
with the oregon trail at rock creek and to the northwest 2

emigrants coming through this area were subject to attack by unfriendly

irate indians who didnt want the white men moving into their hunting areas

the following is an account of indian depredations in this area

the loveland history gives an account of the battle with the
indians captain smith and a company of forty five people were on
their way to california during the late summer of 1862 this
company was set upon by the indians four being killed nine wounded
three escaped going to brigham city for help here they were directed
to the home of colonel D C loveland where they received of his

stewarttewart schallenberger the opening of the california trail los
angeles university of california press 1953 p 63

imes news twin falls idaho may 23 1961

1
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hospitality the colonel started with them at once for the scene of
the trouble he found the survivors in a starving condition having
had nothing to eat but wild berries for nine days 1

in the early 1860s the city of rocks was the scene of one of the

largest most complete and calamitous indian onslaughts in emigration

history this particular siege lasted four days and nights leaving 300

missouri emigrants dead and their caravan of more than sixty wagons a burn-

ing mass the guide and a young woman sharpshooter 9 who escaped on the

fourth night reached the mormon settlement of brigham city 100 miles to

the southeast through barren country the following is an account of this

massacre

out of some three hundred persons men women and children only
five three men and two women were known to have escaped the cruel
death administered to them by the overwhelming band of indians that had
congregated for days in such great numbers that they were enabled to
hold in siege a train of emigrants who were well organized well armed
and provisioned and well equipped with fine stock drawing more than
sixty wagons despite the magnitude of this onslaught very little
if anything has been written the only records rest in the memory of
old people who lived at that time or in the account as handed down
from parent to child

the writer visited this battle ground in 1875 evidence of the
conflict was marked plainly by trenches thrown up under each wagon as
they were arranged in circles accompanying our party was an old
trapper who gave us a detailed account of the tragedy in the interval
of fifty years that have elapsed their memory can cut some funny
capers and in putting this story together the writer has taken con-
siderable pains to verify what he believes he saw and heard on the
subject more than fifty years ago

the best informer was mr W M E johns ton who with his wife at
present lives a mile south of twin falls they were fourteen and
twelve years of age respectively at the time of the massacre and
were living in the settlement of brigham city utah where a rescue
party was dispatched to the scene on their way they found on raft
river two women one man and a baby who had escaped and had for
several days existed on rosebuds as their only food they remembered
that the indians returned and passed through the settlement displaying
the scalps of their victims attached to the manes and bridles of their
ponies they recall seeing a north ogden blacksmith and a party going
to salvage the irons from the burned wagons

he oakley herald august 21 1936

history

johnston

siderable

ithe
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in 1872 eleven years later mr johnston visited the battlefield
and in 1887 the johnston family moved to almoaimo creek securing land that
partially covered the battlefield which still bore evidence of the
hard fought battle in leveling and plowing the ground for alfalfa
mr johnston uncovered numerous old guns and pistols

mr johnston speaks the shoshone language well enough to be under-
stood and from an old indian he was able to get the indian version which
is in part incorporated in the following story

in the spring of 1861 an emigrant train left the missouri river
bound for california it was equipped as nearly as possible with
everything necessary to make safe the trip in unsettled country infes-
ted with indians the train consisted of more than sixty wagons and
some three hundred souls nothing is known of the early part of their
trip until they reached the western plains where they were harassed by
indians whom they were able to keep at bay through their well organized
camping their driving management and their equipment of arms

this gave them added courage and they looked on the indians who
at first were small in numbers with indifference and sometimes they
took shots at them at long range to keep them away which angered the
indians this together with the natural antipathy which they held for
the white man coupled with the desire to destroy the train and possess
its belongings caused a general uprising of the numerous indians whose
habitats were adjacent to the oregon trail

indian runners were sent out and signal smokes were sent up the
place of concentration was to be indian grove some four or five miles
south of almoaimo creek according to the indians account there was
assembled here the largest number of hostile indians ever known in
these parts here they provisioned their camp with game meat which
was plentiful and waited for the condemned train

the emigrants traveled in confidence over the oregon trail until
they crossed the raft river where their guide headed them south over
the sublette cutoffcut tooff the california road they traveled peacefully
for three short days without sighting indians and then encamped for
the night on aimoalmo creek so named by the indians signifying plenty
water where now nestles the peaceful village of almo here they
took their usual precautions made a corral of their wagons placed
strong guards over their stock and slept peacefully not knowing
that an overwhelming band of blood thirsty indians were looking down
on them from indian grove a large elevated mountain bench finely
timbered which even to this day retains its name

the outpost of the indians watched with impatience the emigrants
light their morning fire inside their wagon enclosure watched the
herdsmen drive their stock to camp to be harnessed for the days journey
and saw the line of defense being broken each wagon failingfalling into its
alloted position in almost military precision the indians were in
readiness they were about to attack a foe much their superior in
arms and ammunition the indians had a few guns and small quantities
of ammunition but they depended on the greater number their bows and
arrows and their well planned mode of attack

they allowed the train as it moved slowly southward from almo
creek to proceed until its rear wagon was some distance from the
creek suddenly the prearrangedpre signalarranged was given by the indian
lookout and the indians in great numbers emerged from their places
of concealment where they had lurked in silence and secrecy they

in
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completely surrounded the surprised emigrants who immediately gave
orders for all wagons to be corralled with all stock inside the
enclosure this was accomplished in spite of the hair raising yells
of the blood thirsty indians who knew they had committed the first act
of their contemplated tragedy they had the emigrant train cut off
from water and the siege began it was not to be a fight where man
was given for man but was fought in indian fashion each indian pro-
tecting himself reserving his ammunition keeping the train in siege
until the emigrants had exhausted their ammunition and were famished
for water A large portion of the indians had secretly returned to
their camps at indian grove leaving only enough of their tribesmen to
hold the siege and from protected points of vantage picked off with
arrows or guns any emigrant that attempted to escape or get water

in relays the indians day and night harassed the whites with
arrows 5 guns and fire brands shot into the wagons and otherwise
terrorized them by yells which were joined in by the entire indian
war parties this was intended to impress on the minds of the con-
fused emigrants the overwhelming majority of the indians

the emigrants realized their condition and under each wagon a
trench was dug with the dirt thrown to the outside the digging of a
well was started in the hopes of getting water this work was carried
on feverishly until it proved disappointing men undertook to bring
water from the creek and were shot down occasional shots from the
indians killed or badly wounded some white man woman or child which
threw the members of the besieged party into greater confusion and
grief

the excitement grew intense as panic stricken horses in their
struggles broke their fastenings and ran frantically around the
enclosure while others in their attempts to break loose were snorting
rearing and trampling the earth from which rose great columns of
dust through which frantic women and children darted hither and
thither in their aimless attempt for relief this with the constant
yelling of the indians and howling of their dogs made a scene too
wild and awful to contemplate

on the third day the stock was ordered turned from the enclosure
As they hastened for water they were taken into possession of the
indians little by little the fighting force of the train was reduced
and the remainder contemplated the inevitable it was on the fourth
night that the guide accompanied by a young woman who had displayed
great courage and marksmanship planned to make their escape under
the protection of darkness they crawled through the sage brush making
their way to the mountains after hours and hours of travel they found
their way to the settlement at brigham city utah in the after part
of the same night one man and two women one with a nursing baby
secretly stole from the doomed camp crawling for miles on their hands
and knees the mother of the child in her anguish and endeavor to
keep in company with the others as they crawled through the brush was
compelled to take the garments of the child in her teeth and carry it
in that manner

they were successful in making their escape reaching a point on
raft river which was afterwards known as E Y ranch where they lived
on rose buds and roots until found by a rescue party from brigham who

sent them to the settlement and proceeded to the battle grounds of
almoaimo creek to find the entire party slain and the wagons burned the

theyhad

reservinghis

overwhelmingmajority
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bodies of the unfortunate people were buried in the wells which they
had dug

cattlemen

in the early 1860s many people followed the oregon trail intent on t

going to the gold fields in oregon and california there were others who

were looking for good farm and pasture land some of these people stopped

in this valley and settled on the banks of the various streams that emptied

into the snake river and by the american doctrine of appropriation estab-

lished ownership of the water this valley looked like fine grazing land

and some could see it as potentially rich cattle country the hills and

valleys were covered with tall grass and innumerable streams of cool

sparkling water wild game was in abundance

in 1871 some three or four hundred head of texas cattle were driven in
by A D norton and M G robinson norton and robinson had been
merchants at dry town on the snake river and had brought in a small
bunch of beef cattle in 1871 which responded so quickly to the
fattening qualities of the bunchgrasshunchgrassbunchhunch thatgrass grew among the sagebrush
that they decided to run stock cattlecattie in the valley the idea of
using the mountains for summer range had not been taken into consid-
eration

these cattle were turned loose on rock creek and a home ranch
established on the cottonwood a few miles south of the present city of
twin falls

A year later in 1872 A J harrell a wealthy california man
conceived the idea of bringing a band of cattle into goose creek
mountains for summer and driving them south to the lowlands of nevada
for the winter with a base supply at humboldt wells nevada on the
central pacific railway

the condition of the range in the mountains was ideal there was
an overabundanceover ofabundance pure sparkling water flowing from many springs and
creeks with virgin grass and vegetation in the mountain parks and
couleescoultes that would yield two to three tons to the acre if cut sage-
brush was unknown in the mountains except on the low dry ridges and
there only a small shaggy growth

As mr harrell was augmenting his band which became known as
the shoe sole other companies came in vizovizaizo the winecup and the

HD both having headquarters on the tributariestributa ofries goose creek and
on the nevada side of the mountain at this time cattle were cheap

algamottalg opamott cit 3.3 ppap 120126120 126
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old steers were worth fifteen dollars stock cows with calves at their
sides eleven dollars all beef cattle were shipped from wells nevada
to san francisco the market was low but the cost of production was
small nothing was fed and the loss was computed to be one per cent
but in a few years the range began to show signs of overcrowdingover
there

crowding
were thousands of five and six year old steers on the range and

too many breeding animals
in 1882 two wealthy cattle men john sparks and john tinnin who

previously had bought out the winecup and HD brands bought the
shoe sole paying a lump sum of 950000 which was thought a con-

siderable sum in those days this made the sparks and tinnin holdings
probably better than 175000 head of cattle ranging from goose creek
or junction valley on the east to bruneau or devil creek on the west
snake river on the north and the great american desert on the south

sparks and tinnin immediately began improving their herds by pro-
ducing herefordshere andfords shorthorn bulls and undertook to decrease their
holdings by extensive gathering and shipping of steers and steriliz-
ation of the young breeding animals which in turn would become
shippers

in 1885 this concern branded 38000 head of calves during the
years from 1886 to 1891 the entire country suffered from the effects
of drought springs and creeks dried up grass and vegetation wilted
to the ground the snow that fell in the mountains fell on frozen
ground and was taken off by chinook winds leaving no moisture in the
earth this drought made it possible for the sagebrush to move to the
hills where it still remains

in 1891 on the same range where six years before 38000 head of
calves were branded 60 head represented the entire years crop from
1891 rainy seasons were again enjoyed by this time this immense herd
had almost been depleted

A J harrell with his son andrew came to the rescue taking over
the tinnin interest and stocking the range with 3000 cows thinking
that the former condition of the range would return but alas the
sagebrush had moved to the mountains to stay another cycle in the
evolution of nature had lapsed

later the shoe sole brand and holdings were sold to the utah
construction company and the cattle industry of southern idaho while
still extensive is now in the hands of many 1

the oakley meadows was the home ranch of the bradleyrussellbradley cowrussell outfit

a concern which counted its cattle by the thousands its winter grazing

range encompassed the entire valley from the mountains on either side to

the snake river its summer pastures were the mountains around the valley

both cattle and sheepmensheeppensheep weremen attracted to the grazing lands of this

area and there resulted one of the traditional range wars of the state

bid
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this was the reason for the statute known as the two mile limit law

since 1875 there has been in idaho a statute known as the two
mile limit law this law states that it is unlawful for any person
owning or having charge of sheep to herd them or permit them to be
herded on the lands or possession claims of others under this act it
is unlawful to herd sheep or permit them to graze within two miles of
a dwelling house the owner of the house may sue the owner of the
sheep for any damages he has sustained of course this law does not
prevent the owner of sheep from simply driving them from one place to
another although they happen to pass within two miles of a settler
even if the sheep should occasionally eat grass as they travelled
along or while they stopped for a needed rest they would not be con-
sidered to be grazing within the meaning of the law this law was
passed to protect the ranchers from the injury that might result to
them if sheep were permitted to graze too near their homes and the
surrounding pasture lands

stage station freighting mailailmaiimaliallali route

oakley meadows was one of the stage stations of a company operating

from kelton utah to boise idaho from the years 1869 to 1878

when the southern pacific reached kelton utah in 1869 it became the

shipping point for all of southern idaho freight teams and an express

line conveyed people and supplies to the boise area and all places in between

at various times the mail was sent by way of the stage and earlier the

pony express used the stage stations for its purposes

the following accounts point out the organization of these stage

stations and the influence that kelton had on the welfare of the people in

this area

mr and mrs joseph rosevear owned and operated a hotel and also
a feed yard in kelton utah kelton at this time was the main
southern station for stages and freighters boise being the largest
northern station kelton was situated on the central pacific railroad
ninety one miles west of ogden which placed it about three miles
north of salt lake

nothing grew within two miles of the town for the ground was
covered with a salt dirt called alkaline ground which makes the

cornelius J brosnan history of the state of idaho new york charles
scribners sons press 1948 ppap 239240239 240
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foreground of the place look white
the stages going from kelton to boise and cities south had to

travel so fast for safety that fast horses were needed about every
twelve miles this necessitated stage stations or depots at these
twelve mile points parts of these stations still stand

freight was also hauled over this road it was hauled by mules
and oxen eight and ten span hooked together pulled as many as three
wagons at one time

the early columns of the statesman idaho statesman boise
idaho have constant reference to kelton freight is enroute from
keltonkelton11keiton A dearth of food supplies is because the road to kelton is
impassable it was in fact the connecting link between boise and the
outside world

the city of rocks stage station was the main point coming into idaho

this building was erected to accommodate stage travel and was situated on

the sublette cutoffcut ofoff the road to california among the scattering pines

on the headwaters of raft river and about three miles east from the nature

sculptured city known as the city of rocks

between these main stage stations such as the city of rocks station

and the oakley meadows station were other stations approximately ten to

twelve miles apart where fresh horses were attached to the stage

the writer as a youth remembers some of the stations on this line
placed approximately ten miles apart where a stable and other build-
ings suitable for the use of horses and mules were erected also as
the times demanded a fortification of ample size to care for the
stable hostleryhost andlery passengers that stage drivers hustlershostlershost andlers
passengers were thrilled aplenty is still told by a living few this
however will not be for long unless some assistance is given to per-
petuate this story for the rising generation

the old stage road is still visible in a few places the line of
travel being north of kelton to the strevell summit thence into the
raft river valley where it seems there was a division in roads the
one going north down the raft river the stage coach line we are con-
sidering turning west up the source of the same stream then crossing
the river where it makes a bend to the southwest east and a little
south of what is now the town of almoaimo thence through the city of rocks
or skirting the same after which the road crossed the oakley summit
following a north westerly direction through what is now the town of
oakley continuing past warm creek buckhorn dry creek and rock creek
the course being in as near direct line for boise as water and feed
would allow sic

he oakley herald may 8 1931
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I1 asked him
what for he said we are going to stop this paper talk burn the
cabin at the ferry cut the boat loose and letiet it go down the river
I1 asked them if I1 couldnt go on through this trip they wanted to
know what difference it would make to go back now or after I1 made the
trip I1 told them that I1 had lots of paper talk to the big chief in
washington that the papers said the indians were good to the white
people and that they wanted the big chief to send a big ox train loaded
with guns ammunition blankets beads and jewelry for the indians
one old indian turned to the other and said that I1 was telling a lie
I1 never let on that I1 heard what he had said but kept on talking to
them I1 told him the reason I1 wanted to goonego wasone that I1 wanted to
get my share of the guns blankets and ammunition they then had a
talk among themselves pretty soon the old indian that was talking
to me untied a big flowered handkerchief from around his neck

stepped up to me tied it around my neck drew the knot tight and
told me not to untie it until after I1 got back

he said if any indians wanted to look at it let them do it

bidibidI1
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indians were concerned with the movement of the white men and on many

occasions tried to discourage them from going through this area by giving

warnings and by going to greater extremes as illustrated by the following

account

the coach from the west brought the news that indians had burned
the station at birch creek divide and the soldiers stationed at city
of rocks were helping to build one on summit creek about a mile from
the other one hostler had been killed we left curlew station at six
in the morning and were to travel only in daylight on account of
indians we had a team that seemed to want to be different and our
driver sure knew how to swing them in line soon we had a cloud of
alkali dust trailing behind us

A little after sunup our stage pulled out of the stockade and we
were escorted by ten cavalry men to the next station which was the
new station then being built on summit creek just northwest of city
of rocks on the northwest slope of the birch creek divide after
changing teams we were off at a wild breakneckbreak speedneck for tt oakley
meadows station in goose creek valley then on to the mountaiftleadows
rock creek desert mud spring lewis ferry stations ss

the following is an experience of a pony express rider with indians in

the goose creek

one day early in march as I1 rode up goose creek five old indians
came out of the brush some distance ahead of me and stood there until
I1 came up I1 thought that therether was something up

when I1 came up to them one oldoid fellow stepped out put his hand
on my horseshorsem mane and said you will have to go back

august 13 1926
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I1 said I1 want to send word to my wife to tell the two old
indian families to take all my horses except one and start for fort
hall but to leave the one horse for me with the companies horses
and I1 will come up as soon as I1 get back

I1 bid him goodby and started for the
ferry once or twice on the road I1 met indians and they looked at
the handkerchiefthehandkerchief and said I1 was all right 1

the route of the pony express entered idaho at the head of raft river

crossed the sublette cutoffcut tooff california at the city of rocks then passed

over the mountain to goose creek valley crossing the goose creek at oakley

later the pony express mail carrier was done away with and the con-

tracts for sending the mail were taken over by stage lines

if I1 remember rightly in 1870 mr hailey was running the stage
line from kelton utah to umatilla oregon on the columbia river a
distance of about seven hundred miles that same year the entire
stage lines or mail routes of idaho went under the general control
and management of the northwestern stage company by reason of security
by bidding the mail contracts from the post office department at
washington

concerning delacysLacysdelacyeDe bid for the mail contracts there was some
speculation in idaho the bidder was under suspicion the owyheeowahee
avalanche of february 28 1874 made an interesting comment which I1
here insert because it also gives the amount of the bids for carrying
the mails

A washington dispatch announces that wm delacy is awarded co-
ntracts for carrying mails as follows dalles to boise city at 9500
boise city to winnemucca 13500 kelton to dalles dallesoregonDalles
67000

Oregon
2

abrahamlA Cbraham anderson trails of early idaho caldwell idaho caxton
printers ltd
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then they will not harm you until you get back to the ferry

he said that he was not going but that he would send his boy to
tellteilteli her

I1 said be sure to do it for I1 want her to get out of the way
before anything happens

he said he would send him the next morning I1 then went on
through to brigham city and I1 told the agent what happened I1 told
him that I1 would take this mail back with me but I1 wouldnt come any
more I1 asked him what I1 should do with the mail that cummins would
bring out

he said tell him to leave it there at the ferry or else take it
back with him the next morning

1940 ppap 312313312
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the following article explain the difficulties encountered by the

stage companies in providing the means of travel for its customers

our first days experience was about a duplicate of every other
day during the winter I1 took my seat on the outrigger and at
certain places indicated by the driver I1 would poke a willow down into
the snow just leaving the brush or part of the willow sticking up
when we encountered a drift and the leaders could plunge through we
would always make it if it was too deep the horses would always lie
down and then I1 would take off my fur coat and get among their legs
and tramp the snow solid around them then put on my coat and get back
on the seat and then the driver would speak to the horses and we
would move on there was one place at a dugawaydunaway where we struck the
birch creek where we were compelled to tramp out each way on every
trip that winter we would travel east toward oakleys station until
we would meet the eastbound stage which would be a coach here the
passengers mail and express from the sled would be transferred to
the coach which would be turned back and the driver who came with me

would go on and I1 would return with the eastern driver the eastbound
passengers and the mail 1

lwalgamotttwalgamott op cit
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CHAPTER 111IIIlillii
settlement AND agricultural development

in 1870 william oakley settled at the pony express and stage station

in goose creek valley this station was located two miles west of the

present town of oakley and became known as oakley meadows the town of

oakley was also named after this man

the chaplowschaploweCha wereplows others who came to the valley early and cared for

the station at the meadows their personal dwelling also housed the first
school post office store and stage station it was the central point of

activity in the whole goose creek valley

there were a few scattered settlers on the streams in the oakley area

at this time with a few head of cattleocattlecattiecattler they cultivated small patches of

grain and made trips in the fall to the nearest grist mills where they

could get their wheat ground into flour one of the first threshersthre wasshers a

post in the ground having attached to it a pair of horses hitched to a

sweepswep the horses went around and around tramping out the grist the

following is a list of some of the early settlers in this valley and tells
where they were located

in the very early days on goose creek there were mr hart david
walker the riblettsRib theletts emersons J B rice hopkins and rivers
in the basin there were the daleysdalays george mo scott and mr welch who
came to goose creek in 1879 the chaplowschaploweCha wereplows over at the meadows
james iverson john iverson and peter anderson were at cottonwood
the fosters at warm creek jeff butler at buckhorn mr dill and family
at mountain meadows 0

there were J E miller and george chapin lewis john birch and
the dunns at lower goose creek there were also ed griffith and james
dick at oakley and rilley and brannonsBr atannons the island

algamott op cito p 311
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the life of these early settlers was difficult the following article

describes their condition

the settlers suffered much hardship and deprivation but still
lived in a rude comfort they enjoyed the freeheartedfree companionshiphearted
of their neighbors who might live some miles away and were happy in
the knowledge that naturesnature cupboard was always open fish in the
streams and deer in the hills and for diversion there was an occasional
dance in the little school house or frontiersmanfrontiersmansfrontiers cabins there were
log cabins dirt floors or maybe puncheon floors cooking over the
fireplace dutch ovens and rude boxes or benches cut out with an axe
for seats and many windows or openings covered with flour sacks to
let in the light or the primitive light made by lighting a strip of
cloth lying in a lid or dish partially filled with grease still
there was much enjoyment occasionally some settler had brought some
comforts with him and the house or cabin would be a little better
equipped

roads were deep in mud in the wet season and deeper in dust in the
dry season especially on the stage and freight roads a condition not
entirely remedied in the outlying districts 1

early investigation by hurchchurch members

on june 1 1878 heber dayley thomas dayley elisha dayley and

charles mcmurray first visited goose creek valley when they first came

into the basin they found three log buildings that were owned by nevada

cattlemen after this visit they described the basin by saying that they

could hardly cross the creeks there because of the thickness of the willows

and the many soft marshes they described the creeks and streams as being

full of clams 2

they spent four days in the valley and staked out 160 acres of land

apiece As they were preparing to go back to utah a report came that the

indians in the area were on the warpathkarpathwar 3path

bidibid p 311
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the stage was stopped by six indians three quarters of a mile south of

the oakley meadows stage station and those on the stage were told that if
everyone in the valley didnt leave immediately they would all be killed

after burying what farm implements they had the settlers in the whole

valley moved to points of safety driving their stock with them

the following accounts describe this experience in different areas of

the valley

early in 1878 there was an indian scare further west between
mountain home and glennsferryGlenn thesferry indians killed john bascom and a
man that was with him they had been down on the bruno and were com-
ing back on the south side of the river some people saw them fight-
ing the indians from the north side john bascoms wife was then at
rock creek

at goose creek they heard of the killing so all the women and
children were loaded up and moved to the ten mile house near kelton
utah the day before they started I1 was put on one of the best
horses in the country and was told to go I1 went to every place as
far as sam lands and reported that the indians were coming the
next morning there were about 20 wagons started out with families
we stayed at the ten mile house about ten days 1

in july of 1878 the people of grouse creek had a terrible
indian scare A fellow coming from a town called terrace reported
that the indians were on the war path immediately the people of
the town began to gather together at a place called the fletcher
ranch they stayed there for several days but no indians came
when the scare had subsided my sister and myself went back and forth
to the ranch every day to take care of things there the neighbors
were angry to think they would consent to it but we were not the
least bit afraid in fact there were no more indian scares all the
rest of the summer 2

the dayleysdayless went with a group of non mormon settlers who were leaving

the goose creek valley by way of birch creek road towards kelton utah

it was the intention of the party to make the trip secretly and
quietly an aim which was not realized for most of the 150 head of
stock accompanying the party had bells and some of the people insisted
on singing as they journiedjour itnied was stated that the group was heard

the oakley herald november 24 1938
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at the city of rocks stage station while they were a mile and a half
distant from that placeiplaced

when this group was ten miles northwest of kelton the party was met

by three hundred and fifty soldiers under the command of colonel howard

whose purpose was to quell the uprising

this indian scare was over within a few weeks and the men moved back

onto their farms with their families

on november 11 1878 heber C dayley brought his family into the

basin and spent the winter of 187818791878 there1879 in a log cabinocabin

early in the following spring a number of people from tooelethoele county

utah came into the basin to settle the following describes their entrance

into the valley

in march of 1879 thomas J dayley brought his family into the
valley from grantsvilleGrants enochville R dayley sr heber dayley james
dayley moroni eirchildevirchild hyrum W egan and solomon P mclntoshmcintosh followed
and these seven purchased the right to all the water of basin creek
with all its tributariestributa fromries frank riblett who owned a large ranch
called the harp ranch located on the present site of oakley and who
claimed all right to the water of basin creek 2

mrs thomas dayley wrote a letter to her father william C martindale

in the early spring of 1879 telling him of the beautiful valley and how

they felt that it would be an ideal place to live the following account

describes his visiting this area in the late spring of 1879

william C martindale visited his daughter mrs thomas dayley in
the late spring of 1879 he found some of the settlers willing to
sell or relinquish their claims and that there would be hundreds of
acres of land lying waste he talked to one man who said do you
want to bring in more people to starve we cant thrash what grain
weve raised when W C martindale returned to grantsvilleGrants heville
reported all he had seen and heard to francis M lyman then president
of tooelethoele stake he was so pleased with what he saw that he and two

he oakley herald january 15 1932

andrew jens on encyclopedic history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city deseret news publishing co 1941
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of his friends george whittle and emerson green returned in
september of that same year and brought the first threshing machine
in november of the same year francis M lyman who was the president
of tooelethoele stake came with W C martindale to look over the valley
he was greatly impressed and made a favorable report to the head-
quarters of the church

crops planted during the spring of 1879 were nearly eaten up by the

crickets these were very troublesome for several years after the valley

was settled
on april 26 1880 for the sum of six hundred dollars the transfer was

made for the ownership of the water rights in the basin in 1881 a few

other families moved into the basin and the basin creek was divided into

16 shares

settlement of oakley and related problems

william C martindale was plowing in his field in grantsvilleGrants utahville
when a boy came to him and told him he was wanted at the bishops office

brother lyman and other authorities were there president lyman said

brother martindale we want you to prepare to go to goose creek valley

president lyman accompanied brother martindale and others back to the valley

for the purpose of purchasing water rights which were held by certain

stockmenstocklenstoc andkmen to prepare for a general colonization 2

farming in the oakley valley has been a challenging experience from

the very beginning when any land is classified as being in an arid dis-

trict unceasing efforts must be made then to provide the moisture needed

to mature the crops the settlers of oakley valley have realized this

struggle from the very beginning and have worked hard to make provisions

the oakley herald cassia stake number november 12 1946

interview with mrs herman johnson rupert idaho december 21 1962
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for themselves and for their posterity so that they would be able to have

some permanency in the valley

creek irrigation the water rights to the various creeks in oakley

valley were claimed by the first settlers 5 who were non members of the

church they laid claim to them by right of the american doctrine of

appropriation 11 when investigation revealed that the water rights could

be bought from these settlers leaders of the church came negotiated and

purchased these rights for the church members some of these water rights

were purchased by individuals but the larger ones were negotiated by church

leaders

goose creek and its tributariestributa trapperries creek and pole creek form

the largest of the streams flowing out of the mountains at oakley and

provided water for many claims the following are some of the earliest

water claims laura L thatcher 160 inches on april 1 1875 george

chapin 200 inches on april 1 1876 george chapin and harriet stout heirs

at law of marie and elizabeth chapin 120 inches on april 1 1876 J F

tatro 170 inches on july 1 1877 from 1875 to 1887 there was a total of

10555 inches of water claimed for usage by 30 different individuals or

groups these claims were subject to the amount of water for use 1

according to the procedure of appropriation those who filed first were

the first to get their claims filled the claimant next in line got his

claim filled if there was any water left overooveravero

canals were dug for those farms not bordering the goose creek and

their construction and upkeep were a community affair involving all those

who drew water from the various canals the following article describes

decreed water rights goose creek and tributariesTributa cassiaries county
second division frank riblett commissioner albion idaho 1903 ppap
2 3
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the building of these canals

after people had put in their grain on the east side of goose
creek and in the marion district it was necessary to build a canal
on the east side called the emerson canal or an extension of that
ditch and the one on the west was called the west canal the work
was sectioned off to each owner of water bishop haights section was
from a point beginning at the place designated now as the northeast
corner of president W T jacks lot and extended to where the first
ward chapel now stands the reservoir canal followed nearly all the
way right in the east canal and similarly quite a distance of the west
canal also we did about a weeks work on the side hill with pick and
shovel the ground was very dry as ether durfee who had charge of
the work on the west canal made the statement it was reported that
the earth had not been wet for 1800 years to his certain knowledge

the first time I1 ever saw C G eliason was while I1 was working
on the side hill ditch he was horseback and he wafitedwaftted to know how
long it was going to be before water could be turned in the canal as
his grain was burning up there was quite an acreage of grain raised
in 1882 1

in 1885 a communication was sent to salt lake concerning the construc-

tion of canals

there are two canals being built several miles in length and of
respectable size for irrigation the water being taken out of goose
creek 2

birch creek and its tributary cold springs flow into oakley from the

mountains southeastsouth ofeast oakley town the earliest claimants on this creek

were E R dayley 80 inches on march 1 1875 jacob dayley 30 inches on

april 1 1881 E R dayley 30 inches on april 1 1881 and L A nelson

48 inches on april 1 1881 3

the above men were members of the church and since they didnt arrive

in goose creek until 1878 the date of 1875 would suggest that perhaps this

is when the original people on this creek had claimed water and that the

he oakley herald november 12 1946 J J milliard sr

desereteseret evening news salt lake city march 26 1885
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above settlers purchased these claims from earlier settlers

cottonwood creek located northeastnorth ofeast oakley had the following early

claimants J H caldwell and J F caldwell 160 inches on june 10 1871

john iverson 20 inches and william poulton 12 inches on march 31 1872 1

after the settlers had purchased the water rights they began clearing

the land in anticipation of soon bringing their families

A few settlers came into the area before the general migration of 1881

the following being accounts of some of these

hyrum severe of grantsvilleGrants utahville was the first permanent latter
day saint settler at oakley he having bought a claim in the vicinity
of an older non mormon rancher before president martindale and other
settlers from tooelethoele county located there 2

eugene emery sr first arrived in goose creek valley in 1877 the

first two years he was there he lived in a dugout in 1879 he settled on

his ranch up in the hills along goose creek south of oakley there were

others who lived in dugoutsdug tooouts in the fall of 1880 william moultrie

arrived in the basin it was too late in the year to get logs out for a

cabin so mr moultrie got busy and fashioned a large dugout in which he

and his family lived comfortably for a number of years 3

H L hunter journeyed from salt lake taking seven days for the trip

he first visited oakley in 1879 and brought his family in 1880 when he

built his home that year he used old harness tugs which had been cast

aside by the stage line for door hinges 4

one of oakleys early settlers from tooelethoele utah joseph smith not the

ibid cottonwood creek cassia county second division albion idaho
1903
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mormon prophet arrived in company with fred craner on june 11 1880

they found only a few settlers in the immediate vicinity of the town

were perhaps half a dozen ranches

A man named thatcher had a store some miles down goose creek
mr smith remembers paying 28.002800 for two pieces of bacon J F tatro
also had a store between oakley and the present site of burley bacon
as well as other merchandise was brought in by freight team from
kelton utah 11

the houses were built of logs roofed with poles shingles straw and

dirt smith said that often rats would cut through the roof and straw

and dirt would fall into the food on the dinner table there was no ques-

tion as to whether the floors should be painted or oiled because they

were dirt 2

on some of the homes the doors would be nothing more than canvas cover-

ing the opening later as time permitted doors were made of poles split

in two and nailed together with wooden pegs of necessity the settlers

first built very simple shelters because there were so many other things

to be done they had to cut the timber and haul not only logs for homes

and sheds but also poles and posts for fences they built the roads

cleared the sagebrush off the land and fenced the farms 3

the basin filled up first but it wasntwasni long until many settlers

decided that there wastwasntvast enough room for them and certainly not enough

water to raise sufficient crops to sustain all who had settled there so

many of them moved down to where oakley is now situated

the early church membership of the goose creek valley was originally

from the tooelethoele stake area an article entitled the spirit of grantsvilleGrants

he
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and tooelethoele moves north lists the following pioneers who made the move

pioneer families found in the goose creek valley as early as 1880
or thereaboutwhereaboutthere davidabout walker heber dayley thomas dayley enoch dayley
sr enoch R dayley jr james dayley jacob dayley hyrum H severe
F M cummins john anderson alfred elison andrew elison wm C

martindale swanty nelson ether durfee joseph smith hyrum smith
george bunn hyrum L hunter wm A critchfield oliver weatherby
clausclans karlson george whittle charles bailey john weighall fred
craner john craner robert wilson moroni F fairchild hyrum W egan
emanuel sanford solomon P mclntoshmcintosh saml R worthington orson P

bates samuel lee george S grant william moultry moroni pickett
robert G martin john C delamare george craner adam G smith
joseph R price john N price rosel H hunter lorin J robinson sr
cyrus tolman J alvin tolman charles jenkins john adams elam W

mcbride aaron mcbride orson mcbride arlin bates ormus bates martin
okelberry william rowerebrowere sic james whitby henery sic worthington
james clark charles G elison daniel L gorringe charles eklund 1

president martindale was instructed to have all the land surveyed for

water frank riblett a nephew of jerry riblett the first postmaster at

oakley was interested in engineering and was asked to help with this

survey

frank riblett wrote a letter to the county surveyor of minidokaMini countydoka

and mentioned that between the years 1879 to 1881 some citizens had come

to him and told him that there was a possibility of irrigating by gravity

some lands near the mouth of goose creek from a point in the snake river

he mentioned that he had only a surveyorsurveyors compass but he inquired around

and found two men who were willing to loan him 200 with which to buy a

gurley surveyorsurveyors transit outfit this had a level suspended to the tele-

scope enabling a more accurate job to be done he stated that he then re-

ported to president william C martindale and started to work 2

the following is a copy of the note which george whittle and william C

martindale signed to get the 200 for riblettsRib surveyingletts equipment

earl whitely honoring cassia stake presidency booklet 1926

he oakley herald special cassia stake number ndviemberndvbmber 12 1946
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salt lake city september 22 1880 february ist 1882 after date
for value received we or either of us promise to pay to george A

lowe two hundred dollars payable at his office in salt lake with
interest at the rate of ten per cent per annum from feb 1 1881 until
due and if not paid when due interest to be at the rate of one and
one half per cent per month from maturity until paid the drawers and
endorsersdorsersEn severally waive presentment for payment protest and notice
of protest and nonpayment of this note and all defenses on the ground
of any extension of the time of its payment that may be given by the
holder or holders to them or either of them

francis M lyman former president of tooelethoele stake wrote a letter to

william C martindale on july 16 1881 and informed him that he with a

traveling party would leave tooelethoele about august 8thath for the goose creek

valley by way of brigham city raft river and marsh basin albion and

would arrive at oakley on saturday the thirteenth of august

on this visit they expressed a desire to visit the shoshone falls and

as much of the country in the general area as possible within the time of

their stay in goose creek valley they also expressed a desire to visit
the american falls where they thought water could be taken from the snake

river for irrigation they also asked brother martindale to arrange for a

0
large meeting on sunday the 14th of august

when they arrived they held a three day conference in a large bowery

hastily erected as there were no buildings that would hold the large crowd

apostles francis M lyman merriner W merrill john henry smith and

president heber J grant of tooelethoele stake were in attendance having arrived

from salt lake city by team

apostle lyman said that he could foresee the time in the future when the

waters of the snake river would be harnessed by the power of man and a

large part of the country would have water and become a greater producing

bidibid

bidibid
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valley than the salt lake valley

apostle lyman sent a letter to president martindale on september 20

1881 mentioning that he had thought much about the arrangement of the

townsite since his visit in august he said he would have no objections

if the brethren desired to cluster together in different places up and

down the valley where they could build on their lands and be near each other

and where it would be suitable to build district schools

he mentioned that due care should be taken when settling to look to the

safety of the people from floods and from malaria that rises from pools of

water and decaying vegetation upon the lower lands he stated that they

should give attention to the comfort convenience and happiness of the

saints there he added that he would like to spend some time with them on

this subject at the next general conference i1

the pioneer spirit of brotherhood and cooperation was among the members

in this valley when they saw their church member neighbors in need the

following experience portrays this spirit of brotherhood

the price of things was very high when we first came to oakley
for example flour was 5 per hundred pounds and potatoes were 3 per
hundred pounds my husband groubbedgroub sicbed sage brush to buy a few
groceries and flour we surely had very little and felt many times
that it would have been impossible to succeed if the lord hadnt been
with us to give us courage and strength

in the spring we were very desirous of planting some crop but
could see no way out only to put our trust in the one who rules over
us at morning and evening in our prayers we petitioned our father
in heaven to help us and my testimony is that god answers prayers if
we do our part while my husband was in oakley a brother william
whittle came to him and said brother tolman do you need a little
money to help you put your crop in if so I1 have 10 1I can loan you
till fall A brother C H carlson came to him and said I1 understand
you have no team you can take my team to put your crop in my

husband came home rejoicing we felt that god had been good to us
the spring before his brothers had planted two acres of wheat and the
spring of which I1 speak it came up voluntary we raised a good crop

bid
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so we had flour for the following winter we had no farming implements
or stock of any kind we only had an ax and a gun at that time we
were permitted to get wild meat so the gun surely helped to provide
meat for our family 1

various groups of settlers would get together to hunt deer for their

winter meat As they would approach a likely place for deer they would

disband and sneak up from all sides of the gulch in order to get close

this was because they were hunting with muzzle loading guns and lead and

powder were scarce some of them would hammer their lead out flat then cut

it into slugs thereby making it more probable that one of the slugs would

make a lucky hit whenever one of the group happened to make a kill all

the parties shared alike with the exception that he who made the kill got

the hide 2

to pay their taxes and get money to buy those things they couldnt pro-

duce some of the pioneers had to freight grain to hailey and ketchum and

sellseilseii it to the miners for what they could get newell dayley said his

father tampedcamped grain in sacks until they were extremely hard so that they

could carry more poundage in the same wagon space they filled the wagon

and took off for the mining area they ferried the snake river at a

settlement calledstarsferryand then went north towards hailey and ketchum 3

in 1881 a large migration of people came into the oakley area As

people visited the area and went back to their homes in utah they talked

about this area and many were encouraged to move to oakley

the following account gives a description of the construction of their

early homes and also the extent of the raising of grain in 1883

llbdlibidllod cassia stake centennial editionnovember 20 1947 mary jane
gorringe tolman

2 ibid john fairchild
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after returning with our families on august the first 1882 we had
to get places for doors and windows sawed out of the log cabins and
doors and windows placed in which was not a little job then we had
to chink up between the logs and then mix mud and plaster up the spaces
on the outside lumber was very scarce we had to haul the lumber from
albion as there was a small sawmill there most of the roofs were straw
and dirt we had no flour mill in the country then there was a small
burr mill about 2 miles northeast of albion owned by andrew burnstrum
and we had to go there for flour for several years until tuttle and
haight built the mill on goose creek near the reservqiy

the school lasted from december ist until february 15th 1883
grain was the medium of exchange in those days and everything was

done on a promise to pay after I1 thrash the threshing machine
talleysballeys gave a 75000 bushel of grain raised in 1883 in goose creek
valley hay was the scarce article in those times only wild hay no
alfalfa then the oakley cooppoopgoop shipped to bellevue on wood river over
200000 pounds of grain and they made a good profit on it the route
from oakley crossed the snake river at starrs ferry and then followed
the old freight road to wood river

planting raising and selling crops were no easy matter when one under-

stands the means of communication and transportation and the pests that

bothered the crops the following article illustrates the difficulties

these early pioneers encountered in making a living

I1 well remember all plowing was done with hand plows we would
plow the land and sow the grain broadcasting it by hand then we
would harrow over it when grain was ready to harvest dan had a buck-
eye machine that cut it and left it in bunches which we would tie up
by hand A few years later came the binder I1 believe dan and the
tolman brothers brought the first header into the country

I1 hauled barley in a wagon up to the mill site where oakley dam
now is to have it chopped then I1 took it over to wood river country
and sold it for 1.25125 per hundred poundspoundso john alexander was the first
farmer here to raise alfalfa hay mother had been helping in their
home when their first child was bornoborn I1 remember mother saying when
she returned you boys ought to try some alfalfa brother alexanders
horses look so good eating that hay

As years went by dan once a year planted two acres of potatoes
they were planted by hand dug with a hand plow and kicked or scratched
out by hand when he put in five acres people thought he was crazy
for sure

jake dayley was the leading man in the valley getting the first
steam thrasher horse power thrashersthra hadshers thrashed the grain before
that

there were no fences when I1 came 0 everything was open the first
fences we did make were pine poles set up with cedar posts timber was

he oakley herald april 2 1926 J jo milliard srJ
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real handy at the head of bos tetter 5 patches of poles were so thick
vicvie and I1 would back our wagons up cut the poles so they would fall
on the wagon along about 1885 or 1886 a fire swept through this
forest the fire burnt the branches and left the dead poles standing
this was a blessing to the people besides their fences the houses
were all made of logs and the only fuel people had for years was wood
hauled from the hills

we saw hard times in this valley and ive felt like if it hadnt
been for jack rabbits deer and antelope people would have starved

rabbits got so thick they would destroy our crops ive seen them
tip hay stacks over by eating underneath we fenced against them we
got balsam logs sawed these in threefootthree lengthsfoot split them into
about two inch pickets and by weaving wire around the pickets it made
a pretty good fence but it was slow and hard work took several years
to fence 220 rods around dans place

we had rabbit drives that were great sport however we had two
sad accidents A boy was drug to death by a horse and george S

grant president heber J grants brother was accidentally shot

jacob dayley found some profit during these early years in bringing

51005 head100 of oxen from the wood river area to this area to feed during

the winter and in then returning them in the spring prepared for a summers

work of freighting 2

As the latter day saint settlers came into the area in large numbers

and cleared the sagebrush for planting crops the cattlemen soon realized

that it would be best to sell out to them for they could see that in the

near future the whole area would be settled the following article des-

cribes the purchapurchase of some of these ranches

in 1889 the thatcher ranch owned by henry M thatcher was purchased

the payments in the purchase price were 4000 cash which president haight

borrowed from the church of jesus christ of latter day saints and also

4000 in horses at 40 a head

the other ranches that were purchased in the valley were the chapin

ranch and the tatro adamson and botzet properties these were all bought

he oakley herald alfred garringe
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at a total expense of around 75000

beginning in the summer of 1885 and for years following it was dry and

hot snow did not pile up in the mountains the grass turned brown and

the cattle and horses cropped it to the ground the range had been over

stocked and was in poor condition this condition caused concern for the

sheep and cattle owners As cattle were here first the cattlemen claimed

the range and the sheepmensheeppensheep claimedmen their rights range wars flared up

between the cattle and sheep men

after a few hot and dry years winter struck with a vengeance snow

piled up many feet deep the temperature dropped and dropped again the

livestock could hardly find feed to sustain life late spring snows hung

on later than usual and the cattle game and sheep died by the hundreds

the following is an account of this winter and of the great loss of sheep

to one individual

I1 decided I1 wanted to go into the sheep business mr H L

hunter of oakley meadows gave me that chance when he asked me to take
over 4000 head of sheep for a few years I1 decided a ranch and 4000
sheep was too much for one man so I1 picked on the late william dahl-
quist for a partner it didnt require an attorney to draw up a lease
or partnership in those days as all that was needed was an oral agree-
ment

well we started I1 found my troubles had just commenced the
winter of 1889 and 1890 was the hardest we ever saw on stock A deep
snow crusted over for six weeks and no feed to be bought I1 lost a
third of the sheep 2

the following information concerns the extent of sheep raising in this

area and also other pertinent facts relative to sheep raising and marketing

do you remember when these men were running sheep in this part of
cassia county starting in 188218827 ave critchfield father to fred
critchfield fred walters lude hunter bill hunter walt matthews
tim matthews bish mathewsfredmatthewsfredMathewsMatthews critchfieldFred L A critchfield

he oakley herald april 2 1926 J J milliard
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johnny craner bill disk ted and sam poulton of warm creek john and
lars larson john carson and sons john vince owen clarence john
fairchild P H bell tom dayley J K dayley and chatman all of
basin sol hale rosel hunter hyrum hy severe swanty nelson and
brother amel C G elison james port william dahlquist bill and
ira poulton willow creek bill tolman jud and ammon tolman hy and
oliver pickett ed hunter E W mcbride alvin tolman and sons
charles and levern bailey charles eklund harrington and marshall day
creek W C martindale and sons john jim bill and lon arthur critch-
field alvin and frank erickson jack dayley and son A C cut
worthington ink dayley johnny gray john cummins adam smith and sons
bob jack and jode tom clark and son frank elquist and bill elquist
and clark sander elquist george bronson edward samuelson dave walker
and sons bill jim and dave august and fred larson frank durch sam
judson H D haight jr gen curtis herman and davis hunter

do you remember the size of bands run not ten or eleven hundred
head but twentyfivetwenty tofive thirty five hundred and we herded on foot

in the early days all wool was freighted to kelton utah and
return load was made up of stock salt

do you remember when 50 to 75 teams were on their way to kamimajamima
with wool and the races run to the railroad so they could unload in
cars

do you remember when bonny mount from grouse creek crossed the
state line and run 25000 to 30000 sheep in utah and idaho he and
charles morris built the dipping vat on trout creek which they used
for many years

do you remember that they used chinamen for herdersgerdersher
do

ders
you remember when a herder received 30 per month and board

the eats those days consisted of sourdoughsour breaddough mutton coffee a
little sugar and dried fruit either peaches or prunes no milk or
canned goods furnished

do you remember they received around 8 to 10 cents for wool and
held their wethers until they were 3 and 4 years old before selling
for 2 to 3.50350 per head do you remember when wool raised to 40
cents one time most of the fellows sold delivered at kelton the
story goes charles eklund was offered the same price but he wanted 50
cents but wool dropped to 10 cents and lude hunter asked him why he
didnt sell and he said that is one time I1 fooled the wool buyer 1

the above article gives us some idea of the number of sheepmensheeppensheep inmen dis-

pute or concerned over this sheep cattle problem

through the years an unofficial dividing line separating the sheep and

the cattle had been established this was the ridge between big creek and

goose creek and became known to some as dead line ridge the cattle concerns

hired men to patrol the area and when they would see a band of sheep

he oakley herald february 6 1946 newell dayley
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getting too close they would warn the herder to get his sheep back

the following account relates the events preceding the killing of two

young sheep herdersgerdersher

in

ders

the spring of 1894 jack davis a young man of pleasant looks and

manners rode into the snake river valley he secured employment with

several different cattle companies and finally with a large company that

controlled the shoe sole brand with ranches throughout the mountains he

soon became known as a story teller because of the stories he told of his

many great experiences he was always talking about finding a diamond mine

and soon he was given the name of diamondfielddiamond jackfield

in the vicinity of rock creek now in twin falls county lay the seat

of rich cattle industries while around oakley and east of it were the

headquarters of the sheepmensheeppensheep themen cattlemen felt that it would be impo-

ssible to keep the sheep off the range and they tried to establish certain

allotted ground for each diamond fieldjackfield rodejack this line to keep the

sheep from intruding on cattle country he took occasion to notify sheep

men who came into the vicinity that it would be well to keep off

in company with one jack gleason a cowboy he shot up the dunn

brothers sheep camp although no one was hurt A few days later diamond

field called at the dunn camp and found oliver dunn alone he found that

oliver had a bandaged finger from a cut on a barbed wire diamondfielddiamond

examined

field

it and found that it was infected for several days he made

regular visits and on leaving each time warned dunn not to come any

nearer with his sheep on each of these visits he redressed the wound

about this time a william tolman from oakley thought he would scare

jack out of the country tolman a large fellow rode into jacks camp

interview with john S smith december 22 1962interview
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one day catching him unawares but in their argument jack got the drop and

shot tolman the wound was not fatal and when tolman saw that diamond

field could not be bluffed he pleaded for his life he gained jacks

sympathy by referring to his dependent family diamondfielddiamond gavefield him

first aid and helped him into the hands of his friends

some sheepmensheeppensheep whomen were headed with their sheep into the restricted

district met the parties coming out with tolman on a stretcher this so

changed their minds that they headed their sheep north and left the area

before this fight with tolman jack is said to have made the statement

that he would kill the next sheepman who crossed the ridge into the cattle

country

on february 4 1896 two sheepherders had been seen traveling
along a road well into the cattle range they had set up their camp
prepared their wagons tied their sheepdogssheep todogs the wagon wheels quieted
the flock and were preparing breakfast they were john wilson and
daniel cummings

twelve days later the two were found dead in camp they had been
killed by gunfire the bullets were .4444 caliber the only gun in camp
was clean and had not been fired

the talker diamondfielddiamond jackfield became the number one suspect at
once 2

davis dropped from sight but he was known to have made some inquiries

about leaving before this time A year later he was traced to yuma arizona

where he was held by the authorities two deputy sheriffs of cassia county

E R dayley and john gray went to arizona after diamondfielddiamond jackfield who

willingly returned to idaho with them he was formally charged with the

murder of john wilson and confined in the cassia county jail in albion

idaho

john C rogers was prosecuting attorney for cassia county assisted
by the able william E borah now of international fame and 0 14 powers

walgamott op citlwalgamott
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a powerful attorney from salt lake
the defense was represented by james H hawley esq assisted by

K I1 perky esq which is considered to this day a great array of
legal counsel the trial began on april 25 1897 and lasted for
thirteen days with continuous night sessions before judge C 0 stock-
slager and a jury that had no connection with either the sheepmensheeppensheep ormen
the cattle industry

davis pleaded not guilty and voluntarily related his past gun exploits

expressing no regrets this increased the admiration of his friends and

the astonishment of his enemies

feelings ran high in the area predominantly in support of the
sheepmensheeppensheep themen states case was circumstantial it showed all the
threats made by davis against sheepmensheeppensheep andmen his presence in the area
on february 4 1896 the last date on which the victim was seen alive

the state tried to fix the murder on this date by the condition
of the bodies the emaciated state of the sheep dogs which were found
alive still tied to the wagon and by some unbaked bread found in the
camp oven bread which the men had been preparing when last seen on
the 4thath

to suggest criminal intent the prosecution showed that davis just
before the crime had traded a light hunting jacket for a dark one
remarking that he could be seen too easily at night

the strongest defense alibi was the impossibility of the travel
required for the defendant to have carried out the crime on the day
of the murder davis had started out from the brown ranch on the idaho
side after sunrise and was next seen at the bbarsbaars nest ranch on the
nevada side shortly after 1 oclock in the afternoon

the defense argued that it was impossible to ride from the brown
ranch to the murder site commit the crime and ride back to the boars
nest ranch a distance later measured at 55 miles within a period of
about five and a half hours

the prosectuion countered that it was both possible and highly
probable both sides introduced expert witnesses who disagreed on the
speed at which horses could be ridden under the conditions of february
4 1896 the estimates varying from 3 to 12 miles per hour 2

although evidence was circumstantial davis was convicted true to

form davis talked for a solid hour when the court asked him if he had any-

thing to say

preparations were made for the execution the scaffold was erected
diamondfielddiamond wasfield interested in the work and said after examining the

walgamott op cit p 174
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scaffold that it would do the work intended the death watch was
established the condemned man amused himself in making hair ropes
and trinkets for children and in playing cards with the members of
his death watch he ate regularly and slept soundly

the time of his execution was almost at hand and asahail P
murray was on guard it was three oclock in the morning and
diamondfielddiamond jackfield was to be hanged at daybreak the death watch was
restless he tried to be careful as he paced the floor but his move-
ments aroused the condemned man who arose greeted him and seemingly
unconcerned neatly dressed himselftimself4imselftim

in
selfseif

the little town of albion excited people came from their beds
and peered through their windows at the single light in the death chamber
at the county jail the methodist minister who was to offer consolationconsol
arose

avion
and prepared for the ordeal the physician who was to pronounce

death was awaiting the time lights sprang up in every house the town
was awake the great lock in the jail clicked as the sheriffshereff with the
death warrant entered diamondfielddiamond jackfield had two hours to live

how would the time be spent the prisoner suggested cards and
as the chairs shuffled to their positions attention was called to the
sound of horses hoofs on the hard road they grew nearer and nearer
and abruptly halted at the jail door the sheriff was summoned and the
breathless rider who proved to be attorney puckett handed him a
legal document the officer fumbled as he opened the envelope that
winter morning it was a stay of execution

there were no telephone or telegraph communications at that time
and attorney puckett had made a swift ride from the main line at minidokaMini
with

doka
the stay of execution which saved for a time the condemned mans

life an appeal had been perfected in the supreme dourt of idaho
in due time the higher court tried the case on its merits

affirmed the judgment of the lower court and ordered the judgment
carried out judge stocks lageriager for the second time sentenced the
prisoner to be hanged when within a few hours of the time set for
the execution another appeal to the circuit court was taken and
another stay of action was granted 1

for five years his fate wavered back and forth in the courts one

account tells of a third stay of execution from the state pardon board and

this time in 1901 the sentence was changed to life imprisonment

As early as 1898 two other men admitted publicly that they were
the guilty ones

jeff gray a young cowboy and J E bower a sparksharrellsparks harrellharreiiharreil
superintendent swore that they were riding together that day in 1896
when they came across the sheep wagon an argument developed and
wilson attacked bower gray then shot both herdersgerders to save bowers
life grygray wasjactuallywas triedactually for the murder in albion in 1899 and
acquitted on the grounds of self defense

soon most residents of cassia county were convinced that davis
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was innocent and letters urging a pardon poured into the pardon board
but the pardon board the idaho state supreme court and the federal
courts all stubbornly refused to accept the bowergraybower storygray

in 1902 the board of pardons was still meeting every few months
to consider davisdavisi case which had now become a big issue within the
state john sparks then governor elect of nevada told the board
that bower had told him the same version of the self defense story
a few days after the shooting in 1896

the pressure of the evidence and not the sparksharrellsparks moneyharrell
finally did the trick in december of 1902 diamondfielddiamond jackfield davis
was pardoned and became a free man for the first time in five and a
half years

it is interesting to note that jack davis finally found his diamond
field A few years later he actually made a fortune in beryllium eme-
ralds and lived the rest of his life in comfort and respectability he
died in las vegas in 1949 after being hit by a taxicab an unlikely end
for a legendary western gunman 1

today the memory of the cattle sheep wars is growing dim and the

diamondfielddiamond jackfield story stands as a reminder that the sheepmensheeppensheep asmen well

as the cattlemen have ample reason to want to forget the unpleasantness

of the past

before any other trouble arose between the sheepmensheeppensheep andmen the cattlemen

the government established forest reserves and divided the ranges

the number of settlers increased yearly in oakley and its surrounding

areas and land to farm and water to mature the crops were a desired

blessing of these settlers

dry farming had been carried out successfully in various parts of utah

and some of the farmers secured some dry farm wheat from cache valley and

experimented successfully with dry farming the following is an article

published in the local paper in 1905 giving suggestions for successful dry

farming techniques this is an example of scientific farming that was

conveyed to the settlers in the various settlements of the church and was

written by the then leading scientist and apostle john A widtsoeWidt

1
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idaho farmer march 7 1963 dr david H grover speech instructor
oregon state university
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get the water into the soil keep it there until needed by the
plants plow deep this lets the water down beyond the reach of the
sunshine plow in the fall this enables the rains and melting snows
of all winter and spring to soak into the soil crop the land only
every other year this makes it possible to store the water of two
seasons in the soil the sod is then a water reservoir keep the top
soil well stirred during the fallow year that prevents the water from
being drawn to the surface to be evaporated grow fall sown oats as
far as possible that enables the plants to make use of the valuable
early spring moisture use varieties that get along with little water
use only top soils for arid farming do all this and be glad the
crop is sure

within the next few years hundreds of acres of land were cleared and

planted into dry farm wheat this land was not located where it could be

irrigated by canal irrigation and thus many additional acres became pro-

ductive and have yielded through the years some outstanding quantity and

quality crops the following article describes dry farming in this area

in 1912

all doubt as to the permanency of dry farming has been removed
the last two years in the success that has attended the efforts of
dry farmers crops have been exceptionally heavy under ordinary con-
ditions and where scientific cultivation has been employed yields have
been nearly up to that of irrigated lands

probably no sections have developed in the dry farming business
as basin and moulton along the foothills east and north of basin
thriving and productive dry farms line the mountain base for miles
all of which are yielding heavy returns at moulton a new section
recently opened in what was known as the junction valley scores of
dry farms have been entered and a new road leading up the birch creek
from oakley furnishes an outlet that promises to make of it a success-
ful dry farming district and similar to the lands surrounding basin 2

some experimenting in the raising of sugar beets was conducted in oakley

in 1911 eugene picket conducted one of these experiments and in the fall
of 1911 received a check for 130 for his crop of 1 acres in 1911 the

utahidahoutah sugaridaho company informed the public that their experiments for the

last several years proved beyond any question that this valley was

he oakley eagle september 21 1905

the oakley herald december 1912

beingdrawn
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exceptionally well adapted for beet culture they encouraged the farmers

to plant beets in sufficient acreage to justify installing a plant at or

near oakley

in february of 1912 it was rumored around that no water was going to

be stored in the reservoir this was investigated by william T jack and

the following article informs us of the results of that investigation

in consequence of a report having gone out that there would be no
water stored in the reservoir this spring which if true would affect
materially the growing of beets in this section this year president
william T jack called upon general manager D C macwatters in the
interest of the sugar company to ascertain whether it was a true
report he found that it was the intention of the company to store
all water possible or about forty five feet bringing it within about
ten feet of the top of the dam at its present height

those who have signed up for beets may rest assured that they will
not be disappointed in getting the water necessary to mature their beet
crops

people generally ought to calculate on planting heavily this year
as there are splendid indications that there is going to be an abun-
dance of water and the prospects of a good market before them seems
to be the opinion of nearly everybody

the following statistics for beets are for the year of 1913 island
2174 tons marion 3384.50338450338450 tons oakley 6186.75618675618675 tons 2

there were hundreds of acres lying waste in the oakley valley and many

more settlers would have come to oakley had there been sufficient water

to irrigate the land

for many years the people in the valley had been wondering how they

could conserve the waters flowing from the largest creek goose creek and

it was proposed that a dam be constructed to conserve the water this

became more of a need after they had witnessed some dry years and had felt

the pinch of insufficient water

in 1894 joseph M carey a senator from wyoming gave his name to a

the oakley herald february 23 1912

bid december 1913
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piece of federal legislation which vitally influenced the development of

southern and eastern idaho this act directed that each state in the arid

region be given some 1000000 acres of federal land provided the state

would construct the necessary dams reservoirs and canals to irrigate the

lands this law at first needed added amendments to make it a successful

project

under this carey act the development of irrigation after 1902 was

very extensive in idaho and in that year idaho had a greater number of

carey act projects than any other state the following explains the

functioning and organization of the carey act

in 1894 senator joseph M carey of wyoming gave his name to a
piece of federal legislation known as the carey act in accordance
with the provisions of this act congress agreed to donate a million
acres of land to idaho and other arid western states on condition that
these states would in turn cause the land to be irrigated and re-
claimed each state was authorized to make contracts with corporations
or persons for the reclamation of these lands by the construction of
irrigation works As fast as the state could show the united states
government that the works had been built the government would issue
patents to the state and the state in turn would convey the land to
the settlers the original law provided that the land must be reclaimed
within ten years after the act was passed this limitation prevented
the undertaking of large irrigation works investors also feared that
they would not have sufficient security for the money which they would
have to spend

carey act amendments to protect the persons advancing money for
the construction work congress in 1896 passed an additional act
providing that the state would permit a lien or claim to be created
against the land for the expenses incurred in reclaiming it and also
for reasonable interest in this way the companies which advanced the
money were protected and encouraged to increase their investments

in 1901 the law was again amended so as to provide that there
should be a ten year period allowed in which to reclaim the land from
the time the works of each project were started instead of from the
time the carey act was passed this change proved beneficial and for
the first time the carey act became an effective law under which
irrigation projects might be carried out the building of important
works under this law commenced in 1903 that being the year in which
work was started in what is generally known as the twin falls country
since that time the development under the carey act has been extensive
in the southern and eastern portions of the state i1

C J brosnan history of the state of idaho new york charles
scribners sons 1918 ppap 354355354 355
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the oakley dam one of the carey act projects was started in 1909 and

completed in 1913 the cost of its construction was 1577126.24157712624 it was

built at the mouth of goose creek which provided the largest portion of

water for the valley the construction of the dam was a gigantic under-

taking hundreds of horses mules and men worked for three years to

complete this projectjcproject

the

JC

water was sold by shares to the land owners this oakley project

extended east to the marion farms west to just below the basin walls and
ij

south to the island the following crop yields are reported for a few of

the farmers receiving water from the dam

although water for irrigation was not available until the middle
of may 1913 and the settlers were late in getting on their land the
following yields speak for themselves C H poston located one mile
north of churchill raised over 300 bushel of potatoes per acre off sage
brush land A G shades four miles west of churchill harvested over
35 bushels of wheat per acre from 145 acres the average yield of oats
per acre on the new land was about 75 bushels hill bros one mile
west of churchill raised about 150 sacks of potatoes per acre on 40
acres 1

A number of prominent people in idaho purchased land under this oakley

project the following are a few names of prominent land owners

george A day state land commissioner george A smith county
auditor D C mccougallmcdougallMcCou formergall attorney general L H sweetser
former lieutenant governor hector C haight state senatorlo Snator D

parke editor of the burley bulletin and many other prominent men in
the state and outside none of the new settlers live in their todays
but all in their tomorrows and with full confidence in the glorious
future which is not far off sic 2

in december 1915 the idaho code commission submitted a report to the

governor concerning the twin fallsoakleyfalls projectoakley they reported that

38506 acres had been sold the commission recommended that the acreage

of the project in oakley be cut down to 26730 acres which is all that

he oakley herald december 26 1913

bidibid
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the commission felt could be adequately irrigated in normal precipitation

years they suggested that the settlers should not attempt to irrigate
too much outlying land rather they should concentrate the available

water on more centralized areas the commission expressed sympathy for the

settlers and regretted that the company had not made a more thorough inve-

stigation of the potential water supply

the reduction of acreage on the project was made necessary by the inad-

equacy of the water supply it was proposed later a that the number of

acres be cut to 21000 and that those who had made improvements on lands

from which the commission proposed to withdraw water be reimbursed acre for

acre and b that the twin fallsoakleyfalls landoakley and water company pay for such

improvements so that there might be no loss to the individual

in 1915 very little water was available because of so little precipi-

tation and it was proposed that the settlers be given a fairfaikfalk and reasonable

adjustment

it is the sense of this board that the settlers of the twin falls
oakley project who did not receive water for the year 1915 according
to contract and who suffered crop failure as a result shall not be
required to pay to the twin falls oakley land and water company any
installmentstallmentAn of principle and interest due prior to the year 1916 until
after they have been furnished water according to contract for the
irrigation season of 1916

by 1926 problems still faced the settlers because there was not

enough water and it was proposed to further reduce the project to 16500

acres

in 1934 the following meeting was held for the purpose of proposing a

further reduction in acreageredgeac

A more compact oakley project protected against drouth is the
probability which is bringing cheer to scores of oakley farmers since
the mass meeting of monday night which agreed to buy the project

bid march 17 1916

1
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bondholdersbond rightsholders for 200000 plus the cost of liquidating taxes
bondholdersBond nowholders own 10330 shares of stock and some of the water is
delivered to farms fifteen miles from the dam and even farther if
the plans are carried out according to schedule all the farms in
golden valley and churchill will be eliminated and all the water
will be delivered to land in a compact area below the reservoir
record for the past ten years indicate that an average of two feet
of water per share may be expected under the reduced acreage

in addition to the churchill and golden valley farms the bond
holders own certain areas north of oakley and the settlement as con-
templated would also eliminate these areas from cultivation 1

the proposed cut in acreage became a reality but this did not seem to

answer the problems of irrigation in the oakley valley as more dry years

found the settlers still short of water

the year of 1934 was the driest year on record in the oakley canal

office the water then was taken from churchill and golden valley and used

only on the oakley project which by now consisted of about 10000 acres

the following chart illustrates the amount of water conserved by the

oakley dam
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ibid february 23 1934
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since there is water flowing into the reservoir from goose creek
and trapper creek the year around the records show the yearly inflow
to the reservoir in acre feet as measured at gage stations on each
creek above the reservoir the records also show the amount delivered
to the settlers headgateshead

we
gates

figure on a delivery of 60 of the inflow but in years when
there is ample water the delivery runs as high as 68 in short years
as low as 52 this loss naturally included reservoir loss through
seepage evaporation as well as delivery loss

since 1913 the reservoir has only been filled to its capacity of
approximately 75000 acre feet twice and that was in 1921 and 1922 1

the oakley dam has been a great blessing to the people residing in

oakley for it has conserved the precipitation from season to season this

letter from rita S layton asstabst secretary oakley canal company
oakley idaho february 8 1963
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has made it possible to use the water only when it was needed for irrigation

and as a result the oakley area has been able to support more people than

otherwise would have been the case

during the time the reservoir was being constructed the communities

of marion churchill and island were being established these communities

received their big impetus of growth because of the oakley dam that was to

provide this whole area with water for irrigation

marion was named after francis marion lyman in 1881 when a few settlers

came from tooelethoele county utah water ditches were dug and a number of log

cabins were erected that year community growth throughout the years was

due to the fact that goose creek bordered the community and the farmers

irrigated from it the land needed little leveling and when the oakley

dam project was announced some thought that this would be a good place

for a town to be built the oregon short line railroad had come from

milner to oakley a short time before and this fact supported the building

of a town in marion the following is an announcement of this new townsite

sale in 1912

on thursday the lith of july the marion townsitetownsl company will
place on the market 225 lots lying next to the oregon short line depot
at prices ranging from 75 to 300 for residence lots and from 100
to 500 for business lots

the new depot is being rapidly completed the varnishing now being
done and all will be in readiness on that date

in addition a new hotel one implement house lumber yard barber
shop meat shop will be erected on the townsite at once and negotiations
are under way for a new bank to be erected at that place

all of these business houses who contemplate erecting these
structures in the near future are amongst the number who took advantage
of the offer to secure a lot free provided they would build upon them
within one year after their acquiring title thereto

the howard land company also contemplate erecting an office for
their use shortly so that the business of the sale can be transacted
there on the date named

the tract that has been surveyed and thrown into lots is situated
in the center of a splendid tract of land and after next spring when
the water is on the new land it will be surrounded with a great many
farms in all directions and bids fair to become a thriving town in the
future 1

he oakley herald june 21 1912
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marion prospered as a small town for a few years A general store and

other houses of business functioned for a while but when means of travel

improved the town proved to be inefficient and the business houses closed

marion is still a distinct community near oakley with several hundred

people

churchill was a scattered settlement the center of which was a school

house located 11 miles north of marion and 15 miles northwest of oakley

this settlement came into being when members took up land under the new

oakley dam irrigation project the following article was printed concern-

ing this community in 1913

churchill is a new townsite situated on the idaho southern railr-
oad just half way between milner and oakley being twelve miles each
way and promises to be one of the best towns in the goose creek valley
the location is ideal and the soil in this vicinity is among the best
and most productive in the state of idaho there are perhaps more
settlers in this immediate vicinity of churchill than in any other
section of the project a great many of whom have invested in lots in
this new and promising town although the greater part of the town is
covered with big healthy sagebrush churchill has a branch yard of the
gem state lumber company churchill mercantile company the townsite
company is drilling a well for city water and the town has telephones
and electricity for lighting heating and cooking many cars of grain
and potatoes were shipped from churchill this fall 1

churchill became a large farming community and it looked as though it
would become one of the larger towns in the area the reason for its
growth was the oakley dam as it received all its water for irrigation by

canals from oakley because of the water shortage during 1924 a number

of the people left As the years went by the area received less and less

precipitation and it was decided to cut down the area receiving water

from the oakley dam As a result this community completely became a ghost

town

md december 20 1913
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oakley received some recognition in 1915 when two oakley men entered

some grain in the international exposition in san francisco california

the following articles mention this recognition

jacob dayley of oakley a well known grower of turkey red wheat
has just captured a gold medal prize at the panama pacific international
exposition for his exhibit of turkey red wheat 1

swanty nelson another of our well known farmers has won two
prizes at the panama pacific international exposition at san francisco
one prize of a silver medal for california feed barley and a bronze
medal for wheat

artesian wells had first been discovered in 1911 when some drilling

was being done in the mountains south of oakley also in 1920 there was

much speculation concerning the possibility of this area being a potentially

rich oil field As they began to drill for oil many artesian wells were

encountered the following article describes these discoveries of water

and how the people saw a potentially added boon to the dry years problem

the well on the J D ranch 12 miles south of oakley has reached
a depth of over 800 feet drilling goes right ahead in spite of the
fact that the immense quantities of artesian water have been encountered

it is estimated that the stream of artesian water measures over a
hundred inches thus it is seen that C G elison the owner of the
ranch has already profited by reason of the well according to the
agreement between the land owners and the pearl oil and gas company
the former is to have possession of any water that may be struck

it now looks as if the coming of D P carpenter to oakley with
his oil rigs would not only bring the prosperity that accompanies the
discovery of oil but would also help solve the problems of water
shortage if an abundance of artesian water can be secured at moderate
depths oakley valley can be made the best agricultural section in the
world J

later in 1920 when it was time to put in crops the following article

was published it illustrates how some people were anxious to do all they

could to secure water for help in dry years

bidibid
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practically everybody is confident that a good irrigation season
is assured for 1920 the water fall for the first half of april this
year is about equal to the total rainfall for april of last year

A season of prosperity awaits oakley we should see to it that
there is never another dry season before another year passes wells
should be drilled for artesian water the herald feels confident that
wells will supply adams ale in quantities suitable for redeeming all
the land between oakley and the burley project

from 1920 to 1932 there was sufficient precipitation to assure some-

what normal delivery by the water company

by the early spring of 1934 it was apparent that crops could not be

grown that year in oakley because of so little moisture 3 the oakley canal

company applied to the federal government for aid in drilling artesian wells

above trapper creek and other places in the hopes that water could be drawn

from artesian wells to flow into the dam and hence to the farms the fol-

lowing article describes the funds requested by the oakley project and how

it was to be appropriated

C J griffith john mcmurray and wo J spackman were in boise
last week representing the oakley project in the matter of drouth
relief it is reported that they requested the sum of fifteen
thousand dollars for oakley

it is reported that the requests were granted provisionally if
every thing works out right the principal sum will be used for
drilling for artesian water with a smaller sum devoted to repair of
canals and emergency pumping the sum of five hundred dollars is
available immediately for cleaning the artesian wells now flowing above
the dam and work is already under way or will be under way within a
few days

it is believed locally that well drilling will relieve the semi
perennial drouth as well as the special drouth of 1934

the following article describes the effect of some of the federal aid

money used on goose creek

progress was made this week in federal aid projects in the oakley
locality the pumping at the goose creek well resulted in tremendous
gains in flow of water the pumping at this well this week and at the

bid april 16 1920

bid june 15 1934
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trapper creek well last week was undertaken as a test of what might be
expected if additional wells were drilled

artesian wells assisted the settlers in providing over the years a more

constant and even supply of water for their crops

by the latter 1940s many acres of land in oakley valley were still
lying waste because of a lack of adequate water to bring them under culti-

vation some observed that artesian wells were supplying small tracts of

land and it seemed apparent that there was a large underground supply of

water which lacking internal pressure to force it to flow as the artesian

wells did could be pumped by electricity powered pumps on to thousands of

acres of land today this added means of bringing water from the under-

ground has brought upwards of forty five thousand acres of previously

wasted sagebrush land to rich productivity the following article des-

cribes some of these pumped wells and the influence they wield for the

benefit of the people in the oakley valley

twentieth century pioneers went out on desolate flats and barren
hills and dug for water one can safely say that the first ones were
dug sometime during the latter 1940s and early 1950s now there are
approximately four hundred wells using about 30000 horsepower to
bring the water up many hundreds of feet onto the thirsty soil there
has been an increase of about 5000 horsepower in the past year alone
six wells have 400 horsepower pumps and the range goes down to three
horsepower pumps one recent well has a 200 horsepower pump pumping
450 inches of water another well completed within the last two
months has a 125 horsepower pump putting out 425 inches of water 2

the dry dirty flat as the area between oakley and bur ley is called

is green again where dust once blew and tumbleweedstumble rolledweeds potatoes

grain alfalfa beets peas and beans are now growing 3

bidibid june 29 1934

rakleyoakleyrakiey pioneer day celebration booklet 1961
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CHAPTER IV

development OF CHURCH organizations

branch and ward organization

on may 9 1880 a branch of the box elder stake was organized in goose

creek valley with william C martindale as the presiding elder he was

sent to the valley by president francis M lyman of the tooelethoele stake in

utah

william C martindale presented his letter of appointment to be the

presiding elder with the authority to pick his own counselors he chose

enoch R dayley sr and george whittle to serve as his counselors

these men continued presiding over the saints in goose creek valley

until it was no longer feasible to have a branch many additional settlers

had arrived and in order to provide for their needs more efficiently and

to give them opportunities to serve a ward was organized on sunday

september 24 1882 apostles francis M lyman and john henry smith visited

the branch and organized it as the cassia ward of the box elder stake

horton D haight was called by the leaders of the church to come to

oakley to preside over the saints as their bishop he picked william C

martindale and george C whittle as his counselors these brethren served

as a bishopric until 1887 due to the rapid growth in membership area of

the stake and modes of transportation it became increasingly difficult

for the stake leaders of box elder stake to give proper supervision and

guidance so in 1887 a stake was established in the goose creek valley

57
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stake organization

on november 19 1887 the saints residing in the cassia ward and
vicinity were separated from the box elder stake and organized as the
cassia stake of zion with horton D haight as president he chose
moroni pickett and williamwliilam T brim as his counselors this presidency
remained intact until the death of president haight january 19 1900

the following is the account of the organization of the cassia stake by

the first stake clerk joseph Y haight

the following is an account and list of the members of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints who were residing in what was
known as the goose creek valley now known as oakley and the adjacent
towns located in cassia county idaho 9 viz marion basin albion elba
and almo the saints residinginresiding in these towns met at oakley on the 19th
of november 1887 and at 10 am of said day assembled in the oakley
ward meeting house and were called to order by bishop horton D haight
sr who was then bishop of the oakley wardoward there were present upon
the stand with bishop haight his counselors william C martindale
and george whittle and apostle john W taylor member of the council
of twelve apostles and seymour B young one of the council of
seventies of the church bishop haight stated that the saints in these
various settlements had come together and that apostle john W taylor
and president seymour B young were here for the purpose of organizing
a4 stake of zion in this part of idaho they hoped all present would
be interested in what would follow and gave the meeting into the
hands of apostle taylor and young when the following business was
transacted

horton de haight sr was appointed stake president moroni pickett
first counselor william F brim second counselor joseph Y haight
stake clerk

robert wilson stake patriarch
dor P curtis sr president of the high priest quorum cyrus

tolman first counselor william C martindale second counselor
As members of the high council dor po curtis sr cyrus tolman

william C martindale norton R tuttle james S lewis charles moir
george whittle claus H karlson ether durfee george bunn thomas
dunn edmund homer

As alternates to the high council solomon P mclntoshmcintosh jonathan
T griffith myron B durfee hyrum H severe

presidency of the stake elders quorum asa M beecher president
arthur peck first counselor lorenzo martin second

presidency of stake relief society louisa haight president
helen E tuttle first counselor ann wilson second counselor louisa
pickett secretary

YLMIA presidency rosabelrosabell 1 A brim president sarah E

bates first counselor urilda mcbride second counselor
stake primary presidency priscilla worthington president ann
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bird first counselor mary A rawson second counselor sarah E

robinson secretary
stake sunday school officers orson P bates superintendent

L J robinson sr first assistant heber K mcbride second assistant
james B stoddart secretary

stake MIA presidency edward T hoagland president john N

price first counselor thomas E harper clerk 1

immediately following the organization of cassia stake with oakley

being the stake headquarters the following six wards were organized

oakley ward the oakley ward was organized on november 19 1887 john

L smith was chosen and sustained as bishop with rosel H hunter first
counselor and hyrum D clark as second counselor

marion ward the marion ward was organized on november 21 1887 pre-

vious to the ward organization a sunday school had been organized and in

the spring of 1884 the saints of marion were organized as a branch of the

cassia ward with cyrus tolman as presiding elder the following describes

the choosing and the organizing of the bishopric

at a special meeting held at marion november 21 1887 apostles
john W taylor and seymour B young being present adam G smith was
ordained a bishop and set apart to preside over the marion ward by
apostle taylor who also ordained wm A tolman a high priest and set
him apart to act as first counselor to bishop smith arlin H bates
was ordained a high priest by horton D haight and set apart to act as
second counselor to bishop smith joseph H gold was set apart as
clerk of the ward 2

basin ward the basin ward was organized on november 22 1887 enoch

R dayley sr bishop william M moultrie first counselor william R

hardy jr second counselor charles W dayley clerk

bishop enoch R dayley died in december of 1892 and the ward reverted

to its former status as a branch of the oakley ward until september 23 1900

he oakley herald may 14 1926

cassia stake record MS 1887 on file at the church historians
office salt lake city utah history is arranged chronologically by year

2
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when it was organized again as a ward with adam so sagers as bishop

albion ward the albion ward was organized on november 23 1887

william T harper was chosen as bishop with george V brim as first
counselor don C love land as second counselor and thomas E harper ward

clerk

the following illustrates the religious organization functioning in

albion before the ward organization

in september 1882 when apostle francis mo lyman and others
visited albion there were about half a dozen families of saints
residing in and about the settlementosettlementsettlementssett onlemento this occasion james S

lewis was appointed presiding priest to take charge of the saints in
marsh basin no counselors were chosen at that time but a couple of
teachers were appointed to assist elder lewis who presided over the
saints in the basin until the ward was organized in 1887 1

elba ward the elba ward was organized on november 24 1887 thomas

taylor was sustained as bishop with david ward as first counselor and osmer

F beecher as second counselor and edmund homer as the ward clerk 2

the following relates the early influence of the church in the elba area

before the members were organized as a ward

john osterhout settled on cassia creek in 1880 and soon afterwards
applied to the proper authorities at oakley for a branch organization
on cassia creek in response to this request elder wm C martindale
who presided at that time over all the saints in the goose creek country
and surrounding regions came over on a visit to cassia creek and held
a meeting with the saints there october 2 188101881 james cole was chosen
president of the branch with john osterhout and reuben A beecher as
teachers from the time of this organization meetings were held
regularly through the influence of these menmeno previous to this organ-
ization brother osterhout held meetings occasionally in private resi-
dences and also in the school house a log building 20 feet by 30 feet
which had been erected in the neighborhood of the present elba J

almoaimo ward almoaimo ward was organized on november 253259 1887 thomas 0

king was sustained as bishop with charles R ward as first counselor and
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harry E wynlerrynler as second counselor robert wake became ward clerk

the following describes the activity of the church in almoaimo previous to

its organization as a ward

on thursday september 28 1882 a special meeting was held in
almoaimo at which apostles francis M lyman and john henry smith were
present president heber J grant of tooelethoele stake and bishop horton
D haight of oakley and others were in attendance on this occasion
the saints at almoaimo were organized as a branch of the church with
myron D durfee as president and thomas 0 king charles R ward
john lowe robert wake william jones and henry D durfey as teachers
at that time there were 15 families belonging to the church in the
upper raft river valley 1

grouse creek wardwardo the grouse creek ward was organized on september 9

1877 when the box elder stake was formed when the cassia stake was organ-

ized the grouse creek ward was transferred to the cassia stake on

november 27 1887 this ward was officially transferred by the visiting

brethren

further stake expansion

As the years went by oakley valley became filled with settlers it
was a well defined base for supplies and from this point other areas to

the north east and west began to be settled As these new settlements

grew branches of the church and then wards were organized to unite the

people in fellowship other wards were formed from the northwesternnorth stateswestern

mission territory when and where it was more convenient and efficient for

the church leaders to visit and supervise

blaine ward the blaine ward was organized on march 22 1896 the

following describes the areas consolidated to form this new ward

the branch called the little wood river branch was organized on
june 5 1892 with george S harris as presiding elder on march 22
1896 the little wood river branch was organized as the blaine ward
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it being located in the newly organized blaine county idaho and
belonged to cassia stake of zion

in 1903 three branches of the churchchurchy which had hitherto belonged
to the northwestern states mission were transferred to the blaine ward
namely soldier bellevue and fir grove all in blaine county idaho
and vicinity 1

basin ward on september 23 1900 the basin ward was once again

formed with adam S sagers as bishop samuel mclntoshmcintosh as first counselor

and porteous dayley as second counselor fred H critchfield was ward clerk

oakley first ward division on may 26 1901 oakley ward was divided

into three wards known respectively as the oakley first the oakley

second and the oakley third

oakley first ward the oakley first ward was organized on may 26 1901

with hector C haight bishop david P thomas first counselor george

craner second counselor and john J millard sr ward clerk the follow-

ing describes the boundaries of this ward

when first organized the ward contained all that part of the town
lying south of jenkinsadamsjenkins streetadams and extending east and west into
the country

oakley second ward this ward was organized on may 26 1901 rosel H

hunter was made bishop he selected swanty nelson and moultrie M worthington

to be his counselors and W casper whittle to be ward clerk the following

describes the boundaries of this ward

the oakley second ward comprises the latter day saints residing
in the southwestern part of the town of oakley northward the ward
extends to main street east to center street and south and west to
the mountains 3

oakley third ward this ward was organized on may 26 1901 with elam

W mcbride as bishop and john H craner as first counselor and daniel B
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wilson as second counselor with robert L wilson as ward clerk

this ward consisted of those residing in the northern part of the town

of oakley or all that part of the town lying north of jenkinsadamsjenkins streetadams

westward the ward extended to the marion ward

yost ward this ward was organized on july 26 1903 with thomas H

blackburn jr as bishop the following describes the church activity in

this area before it was organized as a ward of the cassia stakestakes

the first mormon settler on george creek was joseph F tracy
who came from park valley utah in 1880 and took up land about two
miles southeast of the present yost meetinghouse other settlers
gradually moved in and the distance from almoaimo being too far to attend
meetings there the families on george creek who belonged to the almoaimo
ward concluded to build a schoolhouse of their own which was done in
1886

ebenezer richardson was the first presiding elder on george creek
he having been appointed to that position by president oliver G snow
of the box elder stake

under the date of february 8 1894 franklin W young wrote as
follows from yost box elder county utah

this place is of the south end of raft river valley we
belong to the cassia stake of zion and though not organized into a
ward we hope that that event is not far distant

we have a good sunday school not very strong as regards numbers
but though few yet full of determination to go ahead which is so
characteristic of the latter day saints the relief society is
doing a good work of charity they hold their meetings every two weeks
the primary association is doing good among our children and a great
amount of credit must be given president margaret B yates for the able
manner in which she conducts the meetings

I1 cannot help but go back a few years in my mind to the time when
we did not have a house to meet in it was a day of thanksgiving to
us when we could meet once more in a house of prayer built by our own
hands to be able once more to eat of the bread and drink of the water
in remembrance of the death and suffering of our savior the spirit
flowed from heart to heart and glad were the songs that were sung
it was a day of rejoicing to one and all since that day we have
struggled onward to build up our small branch and roll on the kingdom
of god

our sunday school was organized on the third of august 1890
within the last three years we have doubled in numbers so that we
now have a total of 86 souls enrolled upon our record there are a
few families here who are not of us and to these we have been preach-
ing the gospel with good results I1 can assure you it was a happy day
when the writer took three of them into the waters of baptism and
baptized them for the remission of sins there have also been a few
rebaptismsbaptismsre A spirit of reformation is taking hold of the people here
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they want to do and be better my prayer is that god will help us to
gather in the honest souls of this place

oakley fourth ward this ward was organized on january 21 1906 with

david P thomas as bishop with marcus 0 funk as first counselor and thomas

H clark as second counselor with john N price as ward clerk

the oakley fourth ward was organized from the west part of the oakley

first ward

kimberly ward the kimberly ward was organized on may 10 1909 with

etson B wilkins as bishop the following article describes some historical

background of the kimberly wardvardmard

the first latter day saint meetings were held in the private
residence of albert franklin mcewan but soon afterwards a meeting
house was built

on may 28 1905 the saints in the kimberly district were organized
as a branch of the marion ward by the cassia stake presidency with
magnus P swann as presiding elder he was succeeded in 1908 by etson
B wilkins who presided until may 10 1909 when the kimberly branch
was organized as a regular bishops ward with etson B wilkins as
bishop 2

bur ley ward the bur ley ward was organized on june 3 1906 with

lorenzo W robins as bishop A branch of the oakley third ward was organi-

zed here previous to its being organized as a ward

manard ward the manard ward was organized as a ward on july 21 1907

the following describes the church affiliation of the saints before they

were organized as a ward

A few latter day saints residing at soldier were discovered by
missionaries laboring in the northwestern states mission and these
saints were organized as a branch of the church in 1901 they were
transferred in 1903 to the blaine ward of the cassia stake on july
21 1907 this branch was organized as a ward with isaac E thurber
as bishop 3
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view ward the mountain view ward was organized on april 17 1910

with jesse C reeder sustained as bishop the following article describes

the association of this group with the church previous to the ward organi-

zation

in december 1908 in a house that was on the farm where laurel H

richardson now lives the first meeting on record was held there
were enough people living around in the community that they wanted to
have a branch of the church here

so in january 1909 a sunday school was organized under the
direction of bishop lorenzo robbins of the burley ward and his counselor
david taylor sustaining jesse C reeder as superintendent and benjamin
H burgess as assistant

bishop lorenzo robbins wanted to know what the people would like
to name the branch some wanted to call it burgessvilleBurgess andville some
wanted other names the people couldnt agree on a name so bishop
lorenzo robbins was asked to suggest a name he suggested mountainfountain
view so it was known by this name later mountainfountain was dropped and
the ward was called the view

the view ward was organized on april 17 1910 1

twin falls ward the twin falls ward was organized on june 19 1910

the following article describes religious association with the cassia stake

before ward organization

the first branch organized in that part of idaho was the kimberly
branch organized by the cassia stake presidency may 28 1905 with
magnus B swan as presiding elder As the saints increased in numbers
in the vicinity of twin falls the kimberly branch was divided august
23 1908 and the west part of the same organization as a separate
branch called the twin falls branch with peter swensonsvensonbenson as presiding
elder brother swenson presided until june 19 1910 when the twin
falls branch was organized as the twin falls ward with lawrence Gg
kirkman as bishop

heyburn ward the heyburn ward was organized on june 26 1910 with

george hellewell as bishop prior to this it had functioned as a branch of

the burley ward since september 10 1905 the following describes the

organization of this first organization there as a branch

the burley herald burley idaho9 golden anniversary edition august
1955
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on sunday last president william T jack and president john L

smith went to heyburn and effected a church organization there
george E hellewell was made presiding elder and superintendent

of sunday schools joel E serrine assistant superintendent miss
clara jones secretary and treasurer miss delia ferrins assistant
secretary miss luella ferrins chorister fourteen families belonging
to the church resided at heyburn elder serrine kindly tendered the
use of a very large room of his comfortable home as a meeting place
for the saints for the ensuing year

malta ward the malta ward was organized on november 13 1910 with

thomas taylor jr as bishop the following describes the church activity

in this area before ward organization

among the first latterdaylatter saintsday who settled at malta were frank
hall and family and thomas R smith and family the neddosbeddos came about
1900 the first settlers were all farmers and attended meetings at
elba gradually the settlers increased in number and finally a tem-
porary sunday school was organized in 1903 and sessions held in the
home of thomas taylor jun at a meeting held november 13 1910
attended by stake president counselor william T harper and bishop
david hubbard of the elba ward it was decided to organize the saints
in the malta district as a ward to be known as the malta ward such an
organization was effected with the following officers thomas taylor
jun bishop jesse L hubbard first counselor and robert hutchison
second counselor alfred C hubbard ward clerk

naf ward the naf ward was organized on august 17 1913 with walter

M johns as bishop and joseph N sorenson and levi dunn as his counselors

the following describes earlier church activity in the naf area

walter M jones arrived with his family in july 1912 and settled
on the utah end of the valley on his arrival he found a mixed pop-
ulation of mormonscormons and gentiles some of them on the utah and some of
them on the idaho side perhaps fifteen families altogehter fred T

bradshaw was then the presiding elder at naf and there were two sunday
schools running one on clear creek utah and another one in idaho
brother bradshaw held meetings in the naf schoolhouse in idaho

before the ward was organized there was a relief society a sunday
school and a YMMIA on the utah side of the branch with walter M

johns as president of meetings afteraeter the ward was organized the other
usual auxiliaryauxi organizationsliaTy were effected at one time there were
seven sunday schools in the ward viz the naf clear creek standrod
strevell gunnell bridge and rafton the latter on rafton near the
narrows regular sessions of the sunday schools were held in that

the oakley eagle september 14 1905

aft river stake record church historians office salt lake city
utah 1910
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many school houses 1

pella wardoward the pella ward was organized on november 16 1913 with

charles H smith as bishop james 0 peterson was chosen as first counselor

and james W bodily as second counselor with harvey eo coltrin as ward

clerk

the first settlers in the pella area were a number of latter day saints

who moved in to make homes under the minidokaMini irrigationdoka project the local-

ity was originally called beulah but when the beulah district was organized

as a branch of the bur ley ward the name was changed to palisade this

meeting was held at the home of homer A randall may 22 1910 with charles

smith as the presiding elder when a ward organization was effected the

name of the small community was changed to fellah
unity ward the unity ward was organized may 23 1914 with lawrence

E harris sustained as bishop A branch organization was effected onmayconmay

31 1914 with samuel banner as the presiding elder

this ward consisted of latter day saints residing in a farming
district the inhabitants of unity most of whom were latter day
saints irrigated their gardens and farms under the minidokaMini canaldoka
project the name unity was suggested for the locality because the
early settlers showed more than usual unity and cooperation in their
pioneer labors 3

burley first and second wards on may 233239 1915 the bur ley ward was

divided into two wards the burley first ward with david R langlois

bishop and the burley second ward with isaac gudmundson bishop

ringdalespringdaleSp ward the springdaleringdaleSp ward was organized on october 17 19159

with charles C livings ton as bishop the following describes its development
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towards being a ward

prior to the organization of a branch at springdaleringdaleSp the people
belonged to the view ward A branch known as the pratt branch thus
named in honor of some of the family of parley P pratt who lived there
was organized november 24 1912 with charles C livingston as presiding
elder he acted in that capacity until the springdaleringdaleSp ward was organ-
ized on october 17 1915 when he was ordained a bishop and set apart
to preside over the ward

hazel ward the hazel ward was organized on april 16 1916 with jesse

W richins as bishop and henery J cotterell and christopher boyton as

counselors with harvey E coltrin as ward clerk

decio ward the decio ward was organized on july 30 1916 with lorenzo

E olson as bishop the following describes its development towards a ward

decio was formerly called marshfield and the saints there were
organized as the marshfield branch in december 1909 with hyrum S

lewis as presiding elder he was succeeded in 1913 by george C

darrington who presided over the branch until it was organized as
the decio ward july 30 1916 2

murtaugh ward the murtaugh ward was organized on may 26 1918 with

adrian A merrill as bishop the following describes the earlier organi-

zation of a branch in the area

among the first LDS settlerssettdett inlers the district were judson tolman
and family hyrum pickett and family and george decker and family who
located in the murtaugh district in 1906 these families of saints were
organized as a branch of the marion ward cassia stake may 9 1916

buhl ward the buhl ward was organized on july 20 1919 with asael H

dixon as bishop the following describes the branch organization existing

before its organization as a ward

the buhl ward is an outgrowth of the twin falls ward to which
ward the first latter day saint settlers in the buhl district belonged
As early as 1916 the saints at buhl constituted a branch of the twin
falls ward with horation cox as presiding elder he was succeeded in
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1917 by arthur A jarman when the buhl branch was organized as a ward

star ward the star ward was organized in 1920 with alma C tilley
as biship the following article describes the branch organization previous

to its organization as a ward

A latter day saint branch existed as early as 1916 with william
D harris as presiding elder he was succeeded in 1918 by george
durfee who was succeeded in 1919 by alma C tilley who acted in that
capacity tilttiuilttiuritiluhitil 1920 when the branch was organized as a ward

organized branches of the churchchurche A number of branches of the church

were organized within the cassia stake boundaries 9 branches that never

developed into wards before being transferred to other stakes when cassia

stake was reduced in size the following places were organized into such

branches

hagerman december 1894

boise february 8 1903 with E J merrill as the presiding elder

acequiaAc 1906equia with david R langlois as the presiding elder

jackson 1909 with charles albert brewerton as presiding elder

rupert 1910 with henry catmull as the presiding elder

moulton 1914 with james parley howell as the presiding elder

sublett 1914 with ole madsen as the presiding eldereider

churchill may 23 1915 with wallace warner as the presiding elder

butte march 2 1919 organized as an independent branch in 1920.1920

contact with church membership

local leadership contact in the beginning of stake organization the

stake presidency visited the various wards as often as time and circumstances

would permit As more settlers came into the area and moved father into the
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state of idaho they required more branch and ward organizations

the stake membership in 1888 was 1575 people by 1900 it had increased

to 2446 people this added growth multiplied visiting assignments to

these various settlements and so the stake presidency called members of the

stake to go on a mission for one or two weeks every three months to the

distant places to represent them the presidency also carried on their own

visits at great expense in time and means the following is a description

of one of these missionary assignments

A visit to carey would take five days the stake president and his

counselors left on a friday morning around 4 AM with a span of horses and

a light buggy and traveled until 8 in the evening saturday morning they

arose and prepared their food and started on their journey again by 630

they usually arrived at their destination around 3 or 4 in the afternoon

this was dependent also on the weather meetings were held saturday evening

and all day sunday some of these missions included visiting more than one

place and so their journey sometimes was extended to periods of two weeks

before they returned to their homes

when one considers the distances the means of transportation and the

condition of the roads their sacrifice can be seen clearly on the follow-

ing page is a sample missionary appointment schedule of 1906 for the sur-

rounding area showing the close contact they maintained with the wards

despite the distance to be traveled the distances they traveled to visit

the wards listed in this schedule ranged from k mile to 30 miles there

were some wards at the outer limits of the stake not listed on this schedule

that required traveling such distances as 70 to 200 miles

interviewlInter withview newell dayley december 22 1962
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stake conferences

stake conferences were important events in the lives of the people

especially in the earlier years as they afforded an opportunity for the

people who had been separated for several months to get together and to

receive instructions pertaining to the kingdom of god these conferences

were inspirational and instructional meetings and were a means of unifying

the people suggestions relative to temporal matters were often relayed to

the people for the purpose of helping them with whatever problems they were

currently facing

the following is a news report relative to a quarterly conference of

1888

he oakley eagle march 1 1906
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the quarterly conference of the cassia stake convened at eibagibaelbabiba
july 212221 the22 meeting house not being large enough to accommodate
all who would wish to attend the people of elba erected a large and
commodious bowery which gave ample room for all it proved much more
comfortable than a house would have done as the weather was very warm

on the stand were pres H D haight and counselors patriarch
robert wilson members of the high council and bishops of all the
wards in the stake

sunday afternoon the general and stake authorities were presented
and sustained as were also a board of education to take into consid-
eration the best means of starting schools wherein the principles of
our religion may be taught

the following article illustrates the teaching of the word of wisdom

and the law of tithing to the priesthood on a sunday evening in 1894

sunday evening a meeting of the priesthood and as many as wished
to remain was held where elder lyman catechizedcatechizercatechi eachzed person separately
upon the word of wisdom and paying of tithing he said the time had
come when those holding the priesthood and prominent positions in the
church must strictly observe the word of wisdom or step aside for those
who would 2

newell dayley a longtimelong residenttime of oakley recalled that in the

year 1906 or 1907 members of the stake worked on the road between burley

and oakley to make it smooth for the general authorities to travel on

john adams was given the responsibility to organize the workers and get the

work done this was a cooperative assignment between the two places and

shows the love and respect they had for the comfort of the general authorities

the following describes the churchs interest in and concern for the

temporal welfare of its people

apostles F M lyman and heber J grant presided at conference
both of the visiting brethren expressed their pleasure in coming out
and were greatly impressed with the splendid opportunities before the
people who inhabit this valley

they dwelt considerably on the importance of the people encouraging
the establishment of the beet factory in the vicinity by signing up for

eseret evening news august 3 1888

bid december 27 1894

interview with newell dayley december 22 1962
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the cultivation of beets they both bore testimony to the good to be
derived in the production of beets as they had almost become bankrupt
in years past in establishing the industry in utah and were therefore
in a position to be discouraged if one should be still they were the
more enthusiastic in the raising of beets notwithstanding their earlier
misfortunes in getting it started and maintained

elder francis M lyman predicted that this country would yet teem
with people in the not far distant future he was one of the first men
to visit this section about 31 years ago and at that early date reported
upon his return to his friends in utah that this was one of the best
valleys he had ever seen on this visit he even went farther than at
that time and said that it was the best he knew of anywhere in the
united states 1

one of the main purposes of a conference of the church is to renew

mans hope and thus help him to go forward with faith and energy to acco-

mplish those things of most value the following account tells us of the

influence of a quarterly conference speaker on one of the members of the

church

the conference of cassia stake held january 14 probably will
always be remembered for the refreshing change that was manifest there
many people coming away with expressions that would seem to verify
this statement sic

the visiting speaker was dr levi edgar young of the university
of utah and also one of the presiding seven presidents of the
seventies his viewpoint on religion was indeed broad and refreshing
he held out hope and opportunity for the struggling race to the man
who was downcast he held out a future that was at least full of light
and hope doctor young did not feel that the end of the earth was at
hand in his afternoon sermon he told that there were many generations
yet ahead and that the gospel had not as yet been preached to the
thousands waiting to hear it

optimism happiness and refreshing vigor took the place of old
time sermonizingsermon withizing its hopelessness and blue colored future
there was happiness cheer and a burning optimism that went far to
lifting the load from the shoulders of the overburdened man struggling
under his load of economic want and family cares it was an invitation
for him to take up the white mans burden and bear it on to success

many a man who had entered the building smileless came out with a
broad grin of pleasure not to say joy on his weather beaten features
it is not to be doubted that on the morrow he took up his weary burden
with a sprightliness and vigor that took him on his road much easier
than had been his want for some time

even the children came in for their share of recognition the
little folks will long remember what elder young had to say to them
and the humor and fun manifest in his playful regard for them

he oakley herald februaryfebruary16 16 1912the oakleyheraid
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elder young recognized the freshness of the spirit of youth and that
it had a share in the world instead of drooling away a lot of for-
mulas accepted generally but now well understood or lived he turned
to the playing children and soon their hands were responding eagerly
anxiously to his questions and responded equally with his humor the
little boy who told him that he had caught no fish on his doctor
youngs fishing trip to snake river caught the professor just right

you caught none the boy said you are right the speaker said
I1 caught none

there were no little children sleeping or restless then every
eye was fixed upon the visitor every eye watched his every move and
wondered what was coming next he had entered their world and was a
playmate of theirs do you think they will remain away from the meet-
ing when next he comes I1 think not the memory of what he said to
the little folks will remain long with them 1

during quarterly conferences stake boundary changes are effected as

are also the resultant changes in leadership the following shows the divis-

ions of the cassia stake at various times in its history

history has shown that there were 10 stakes formed from the once
extended cassia stake they were the following raft river stake i

april 27 1915 boise stake november 3 1913 twin falls stake july Y
26 1919 burley stake july 27 1919 blaine stake august 19 1919
minidokaMini stakedoka may 11 1924 cassia stake november 19 1887 also
weiser stake gooding stake and another stake in boise were created
from former cassia stake territory 2

cassia stake is the mothemother of nine other organized stakes of the church

and before the divisions the stake presidency had difficulty in properly

directing the stake activities the following is a list of the early stake

presidenciespresiden andcies their terms of office

organization of the cassia stake november 19 1887 stake pres-
idency horton D haight moroni pickett william F brim stake
patriarch robert wilson stake clerk joseph Y haight

organizationreorganizationre of cassia stake may 14 1900 stake presidency
william T jack john L smith and william T harper stake clerk
john J milmii lard sr

organizationreorganizationre of cassia stake october 20 1928 stake presidency
charles S clark moses S martin william G hardy

ibid february 9 1934 J lyman smith

pioneer day booklet 1959
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organizationreorganizationre of cassia stake february 17 1946 stake presi-
dency lewis R critchfield david R martindale C veriverl clark 1

church buildings

in 1881 a log building was constructed ataf the present site of oakley

this building could accommodate 50 people and served three years for all

public purposes

A new meeting house was commenced in 1883 this was also a log building

which served for all public purposes this building was 65 feet long and 30

feet wide with a stage and a basement

the tabernacle was built in oakley by local stone masons who shaped

each rock with hammer and chisel the stone was hauled by team and wagon

from mountains about four miles away the following article describes the

construction of the tabernacle

mr and mrs A C worthington donated what was known as the hill
for church purposes and the basement and foundation were dug out the
plan was received from salt lake city in 1896 and the material was
gathered for its construction all the people contributed hauling sand
rock and lumber norton R tuttle was the superintendent of construc-
tion joseph beck F 0 peterson aaron mcbride and others were the
stone cutters and masons I1 remember that bishop john L smith H D

haight jr and the writer J J millard sr hauled the large flat
rock that is in the bottom of the foundation president haight devoted
a large portion of his time aiding in the work 2

president haight died in january of 1900 leaving the responsibility of

directing the work of the tabernacle on the shoulders of his counselors until

later in that same year when a new stake presidency was called the work

was then carried on to its conclusion the building was completed in 1902

A relief society hall was built for the functions of the organization

pricella worthington donated the ground and was the first one active in

he oakley herald cassia stake number november 12 1946

bid may 12 1926
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building the hall this building was built with local brick and after all
these years the brick lime mortar sets firm and smooth

in 1916 a fine cassia stake office building was erected in oakley at

a cost of 4148.75414875 the building was erected with white brick and stucco

material and provided room for stake presidency high council and other

small meetings

in 1929 the church bought the old howells opera house that had been

constructed in 1904 this building was used for drama presentations by the

church and also for a picture show house that provided regulated wholesome

presentations this building was called the cassia playhouse

in 1929 also the church purchased an implement building which was

remodeled for a dance hall and dining room this building became known as

the rainbow hall

the church completed a 6000 LDS seminary building in 1926 which

took the place of the cassia academy in providing for religious instruction

the cassia stake tabernacle built in 1902 served as the stake house

for 54 years in 1954 construction began for a new stake tabernacle

by 1954 a new need had arisen in the peaceful valley the people
felt a need to make their place of worship show its importance to them
they felt a desire to build a structure which would not only be more
convenient as they carried out their religousreligiousreli obligationsgous but also one
which would be more modern in its appearance and more beautiful thus
showing the love and thankfulness they felt in their hearts toward a
god who had been so kind and generous to them as they lived in the
valley

so the people were called upon to build a stake center where all
could come together under a new program again the people rallied to
the tradition of those who had built before them

the stake then consisted of six wards oakley ist 2ndand and 3rdard
basin marion and grouse creek these were the saints who planned to
erect a new building on state highway 27 at a cost of 230000

when the building was completed the valley of oakley was divided
sic into two wards the state highway and main street from town

going west were the dividing lines in 1956 pella and view wards of

letter received from earl whitely

1
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figure 7 meeting house built 1883

figure 8 stake tabernacle 1902
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the bur ley stake were given back to the mother stake in 1959 the
unity ward joined the group and again there were six wards

president david 0 mckay visited oakley on june 24 1956 and dedicated

the new cassia stake house

activities
twenty fourth of july celebrations the first twenty fourth of july

celebration in oakley was held in the year 1882 in preparation for this

event the men built a large bowery consisting of posts set in the ground

with poles attached from post to post and covered with willows slabs of

wood were used for benches A friendly feeling of peace and joy prevailed

among these people even the indians in the area joined with them in their

celebration

because oakley was the center of latter day saint activity the people

from all over the area came to oakley to celebrate the pioneer day the

following article is a twenty fourth day program in 1906

salute 24 guns daylight and raising flag at sunrise capt
artillery louis critchfield

brass band serenadingsere thenading town
parade to assemble peoples hall at 9 oclock under direction

marshall of the day W R lee
line of march blaine avenue to tabernacle order of procession

pioneers james port lavern barrus ray craner black hawk chief
fred taylor band of savages MI A workers 12 ladies on grey steeds
12 young men on black steeds stake presidency oakley bishops high
priests seventies elders relief societies sunday schools
primaries bicycle riders citizens sic

program at tabernacle 10 am singing by choir under the direc-
tion of viola dayley prayer president W T harper music brass
band sketch of mormon battalion lyman batesrates oration pres W T

jack quartette hard time come again no more james millard and
company recitation miss maud thomas toasts and sentiments reader
john J millard quartette mrs oliverolivei pickett and co sic

makleyoakley pioneer day booklet 1959

the oakley herald cassia stake number LDS centennial memories
november 20 1947
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the toast for forty seveners sisters haight and grant were very
appropriate may they help us celebrate many a pioneer day hereafter

the tug of war pullersbullers voted their prize of 6 into the brass
band fund the band was recipient also of five dollars from C G

parkinson yesterday it is likely also that the general committee
will have a generous contribution for this splendid organization and
thus the good work goes on

the tug of war was perhaps the most exciting sport that was wit-
nessed on the 24th twelve of the strongest men that could be found
were lined up six on each side and the way they pulled beat anything
we ever saw bp haights side was pulled over but he says they would
not have been if some one had not called rest from the way things
looked during the pull we think the bp was right

in the three day baseball contest twin falls team took first
prize oakley second

it has been customary at all pioneer celebrations from 1882 to the

present to hold a meeting at ten oclock on the first day of the celebration

for the purpose of reviewing the experiences of the pioneers of the church

this has been the focal point of the celebration other activities which

have been carried out at various july twenty fourth celebrations are games

and races for the children carnivals harness races movies dances rodeos

and parades with floats decorated by church auxiliaries and groups an

interesting event featured for the past several years is a marathon horse

endurance race run in relays for a distance of twenty two miles

the pioneer program at ten am always includes an inspirational talk

and several musical numbers featuring local talent on several occasions

outstanding pioneer pageants or tableaus have been presented with the par-

ticipants all in colorful costumes

boy scout program instigated the church responded quickly to the idea

of incorporating the boy scout program into the YMMIA program the

following is an account of the introduction of this movement into cassia

stake by a general board member

bid
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dr taylor gave a short sketch of the boy scout movement which he
hopes will be taken up in all of the wards in connection with the MIA
and asks the cooperation of all the officers and members to make it a
success

on monday evening at 8 oclock dr taylor who had been asked to
prolong his visit until tuesday instructed a number of officers and
members in scout craft he first taught them how to tie a number of
knots that will be found useful in numerous ways he next lined them
up on the gymnasium floor and proceeded to instruct them in scout
drill explaining that it was given the boys to improve their carriage
and to learn obedience combined with promptness he next instructed
them in the treatment of persons who had almost met death by drowning

cassia stake cannery the church sponsored a canning center in oakley

on august 14 1936 this was a part of the church security program of pre-

paring food for storage in the event of personal or general disasters in

addition to taking care of their own needs an effort was made to take care

of surplus products that one might have this surplus food was canned by

volunteer labor and used in the welfare program of the church

he oakley herald march 28 1913
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CHAPTER V

SCHOOLS AND EDUCATION

early education in oakley valley

the first school in the oakley area was located about two miles west

of the present site of the oakley business district this school was held

in one end of the oakley meadows stage station during the 1870s and pro-

vided education for the few scattered settlers children before the latter
day saint settlers came and established schools for their children the

following article describes this early school

the first school in the area was located in the oakley meadows
stage station the teacher was john F hansen there were eleven
pupils in that school some of them walking or riding horseback six or
seven miles each day to and from school one room of the oakley
meadows station was designated as the school house and the grain and
hay stored for the horses in one end of the room was covered over
with pieces of burlap the teachers desk was a goods box on which
reposed one or two books his lead pencil and the urgent voiced cow
bell the pupils sat in two rows on backless benches in front of the
teacher boys on one side and girls on the other the short legs of
the tiny ones dangling in space the long legs of the tall boys sprawled
over the dirt floor

there was no blackboard in that school room but some of the
pupils had slates and there were a few pencils and a very few sheets
of brown paper

the spare harness was hung from pegs in the log walls and the one
window let in the light and kept out the rain with a pane of oiled
paper in lieu of glass

the few books used in that school were brought up from the homes 1

in 1881 a log building was constructed on the present site of oakley

that accommodated 50 people and served for all public purposes for three

years it was used for the first school on oakleysoaklessOak presentleys site
As the settlement of oakley grew small communities came into existence

the bur ley herald bulletin golden anniversary edition august 1955
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and because of the lack of efficient transportation schools were established

in 1883 at locustlocast one mile north of oakley town at marion one mile west

and one north and at basin five miles east two schools functioned in the

basin one school was located at the upper end of the basin and the other

at the lower end the oakley elementary school was also begun in 1883

these schools in the beginning were only four month schools and were

financed by contributions from the parents of the school children one

family might pay their assessment in food while another family might offer

board and room for the teacher for a specified length of time

in 1885 a school was started at island located one mile west and

five miles north of oakley the warm springs school located six miles

south of oakley was started in the early 1890s these two schools for

reasons of economy rotated their school sessions with several months

attendance at each school these schools were for all grades and so the

teacher would teach children of all ages

the above schools functioned until 1939 when they were consolidated

the following is an announced closing exercise for the district school

in oakley in the spring of 1902

the following is for the last day of school song happy greetingOreeting
by the school prayer C K mcmurray song twilight is stealing by
the school 10 minute address 0 P bates instrumental music mae

martindale 10 minute address W C martindale recitation howard
price address suptbupt H H thornton song members of primary depart-
ment recitation hattie snow duet matilda latty bertha bates
dialogue members of 2ndand primary instrumental solo clara bates 10
minute address bishop haight song vacation is coming presentation
of certificate principal dismissal C K mcmurray

picnic sociable at the school house 2 oclock imom all children
having attended school during the past year are invited 2

interviewlInte withiview wilford sagers april 10 1963

he oakley eagle april 11 1902
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education was compulsory in the oakley valley and the local community

had prepared itself to enforce this law the following notice encouraged

parents to see that their children were in school

notice to all parents and guardians of children residing in
independent school district no 2 oakley04 wekleykiey the undersignedundersignerunder notifysigned
all parents and guardians of children residing in independent school
district no 2 that it is the duty to have and to keep in regular
attendnaceattend allnace their children from the age of six years to eighteen
years in district school sic delinquency and irregularity of
attendance is not excuseableexcuse andable will be handled

by the year 1912 the enrollment in the district school in oakley

increased to four hundred and seventy five students this growth nece-

ssitated the building of a larger school the following describes the

school situation at this time

by no means the least among the thriving institutions of our town
is the public school the present home is a very substantial rock
structure containing eight class rooms it is tirelyentirelytn too small to
accommodate the present enrollment of four hundred ten pupils and as
a consequence two other buildings in town are occupied awaiting the
completion of the new edifice now nearing completion which it is
expected will be ready for occupancy about feb ist

the faculty consists of eleven inemberspiemberspi includingembers the principal
B F wilson and because of the heavy enrollment all the teachers are
taxed to their full capacity

the census of this district is four hundred seventy five and the
excellent percentage is due to the efficient service of the probation
officer

never before in the history of the school has it been in such a
flourishing condition the faculty is strong and doing exceptionally
good work

an invitation is extended to the patrons of the school to visit
it any time while the former is in session and become acquainted with
the existing conditions and the work being done

at present the pupils are somewhat handicapped through not having
a larger play ground since the new building has taken up much of the
former space but the board is doing what they can to remedy this con-
dition in the way of arranging for additional ground if possible now
adjoining the present site 2

he oakley herald february 11 1910

bid december 20 1912
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cassia stake academyacademacademe

the mormon people were particularly anxious that education should
be of such a character as to foster the religious life such was the
advice of apostle franklin D richards of ogden utah who was assoc-
iated in the northern migration of his people and for whom idahos
pioneer settlement was named he onceoacedacedricedrige said education is as dangerous
as whiskey if it is the wrong kind of education fremont stake
record no B may 15 1893 redburgrexburgRex idahoburg p 89.89

this philosophy resulted in the organization of a number of idaho
church schools known as academies

on november 18 1889 the cassia stake academy opened at oakley
this school developed into far reaching institutions in the service of
the people in their surrounding communities i1

because public schools were not providing for the training of the older

child these academies filled an important need and formed the main educational

center of the entire surrounding area

in 1889 the cassia country was but sparsely settled yet in addition

to the numerous small schools in the settlement the cassia stake academy

opened at oakley in a log cabin on november 18 1889 offered instruction

in higher grade work the academy was soon able to offer a three year high

school course supplemented by theology later training in animal husbandry
Q

and dairying was added to the curriculum

the board of education was called on july 22 1888 and sustained in

quarterly conference on the same date it was constituted as follows

orson P bates james stoddart john J millard james mcgavin thomas E

harper moroni beecher thomas 0 king and john lowe the academy was

organized with george H day as principal and with an enrollment of thirty

two pupils the enrollment increased to fifty seven during the term two

terms were held that year

the second academic year commenced septembersepaSept 22lember 1890 with brother

1cac J brosnan op cit
p 120
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axel F 0 nielson as principal he was assisted by several of the students

in teaching the many classes

general superintendent of the academies of the church dr karl G maeser

sent a letter to the effect that it was a necessity to obtain the services

of a lady teacher to instruct the girls in the art of homemaking the board

of education immediately started searching for a lady to fill this position

they hired sister annie bird and she commenced her work november 24 1890

on this date the academy was favored with a visit from dr maeser he

expressed himself as being pleased with the manner in which the school was

being conducted he was pleased with both the students and the teachers

he gave some very valuable instructions to the teachers regarding their

behavior toward their students he also gave wise instructions to the

school children exhorting them to pray for their teachers and to be pun-

ctual in all their undertakings

during the year 1890 the enrollment grew to 125 pupils and an academy

building was erected at a cost of about six thousand dollars of white

sandstone the building was 28 by 50 feet and 25 feet in height it had a

seating capacity for 160 pupils 80 on each floor school beganisbegan in the new

building in january 1891

the third academic year commenced august 31 1891 with brother A F 0

nielson as principal and sister ettie hunter of grantsvilleGrants asville assistant

in january 1891 the president of the stake and counselors were sustained

as members of the board of education president horton D haight was the

president of the board and james stoddart the secretary and treasurer

the greatest enrollment that year was 134 pupils A library containing

fifty seven works was started in 189118921891

the

1892

fourth academic year commenced september 5 1892 with brother
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A F 0 nielson as principal and sister geneva worthington as assistant

there was an enrollment of 102 pupils the school was giving good satis-

faction and its benefits were greatly appreciated there was still some

indebtedness on the building but the residents were very zealous in working

to liquidate all its obligations great praise was given to the teachers and

pupils for the zeal they showed in their labors

in its earliest years the academy employed two teachers and also used

three of the advanced students to assist in some of the classes

students were encouraged to attend from the far outlying settlements

but the facilities for living and boarding in oakley were not adequate we

see this fact conveyed to the people in the area by the local newspaper in

1905

oakley is the headquarters of the cassia stake the stake presi-
dency lives here the stake tabernacle is here the stake academy is
here it is the central place for all ecclesiastical organizations
As such it becomes the common meeting place of hundreds of people who
come in on church business from one to ten times a year it is supposed
to be able to furnish accommodations for the visitors As a matter of
fact it is not able to do it

just now the deplorable lack of accommodations is very much in
evidence three or four teachers and a few score of pupils have
recently come to town with the intention of doing work at the academy
it has been no small matter to get these few honest souls located it
has in fact been a very difficult matter it has looked at times as
if it would be an utter impossibility there seem to be very few in
oakley that are disposed to the boarders there are a great many people
here that cannot take boarders either on account of lack of room or
on account of not being able to obtain help in the home domestic
service is a most difficult thing to obtain in oakley

the few who will take boarders require it seems to us a rather
stiff price to be sure there is not very much money in student
boarders at any figure that is asked in oakley but we are confident
that there is enough to help an ordinary family out considerably and
that the yield is equal to that of many other kinds of labor in which
other people are engaged we have before us a dozen cataloguescataloguercatal ofogues

prominent institutions of learning in southern idaho and utah and the
average price for board is not over 3.00300 taking their own figures for
it the usual statement is board can be had from 2.50250 to 3.50350 per
week students often club together and reduce the cost to about 2.00200

oakley pioneer days booklet july 242524 196125
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per week
we cannot expect people to set good table board at 2.50250 per

week we think we can expect them to set board that is plenty good
enough for pupils for 3.00300 or 3.50350 per week pupils should not be
large eaters they should not eat more than about one half as much as
a man working in the fields they should eat little meat they should
drink no stimulants they should not eat pastry rich food A plain
simple diet is required what we want now is good people that will
take in our boys and girls from distant parts and give them healthful
nourishing food at a reasonable price most of our pupils do not come
from homes representing a great amount of capital a large number come
from comparatively poor homes they are young men and women of good
character who will form an adornment for our homes and will be an honor
and a credit to our city we want two hundred just such young people
here this winter and we want accommodations for them we want oakley
to be a school town and an educational town a clean town with an
atmosphere of purity and of refinement to become such some of our
good people will have to open up their hearts and their homes will
you do it thats the question that confronts you

cassia academy functioned until after the spring of 1909 when it was

decided to wait for a year until more suitable quarters could be arranged

work was started and by the fall of 1910 a new building was completedcomplete

the new building was constructed of brick with steam heat and running

water it was also scientifically lighted and ventilated the heating

plant bathrooms and the gymnasium were located in the basement the well

arranged and large gymnasium was appropriate for the physical training of

the boys and girls who attended the school it had a good track and was

large enough to play basketball and all other indoor sports

an auditorium capable of seating over three hundred people was located

above the gymnasium this was used for work in elocution and public speak-

ing and afforded a place for the students to give plays and other public

entertainments adding greatly to the social advantages of the school

this new school had ten class rooms a library and a principals

room 2

hethe oakley eagle september 14 1905
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the following is the announcement of the opening of the academy in

1911 and mentions the courses taught

the cassia stake academy will open its school year september 18
1911 A strong faculty has been secured for the school year and pros-
pects are more favorable for the coming winter than ever before the
faculty is made up of the following jos mills A B principal
theology and history zina taylor matron domestic arts george C

laney BS mathamaticsmathematicsMatha andmatics manual training marion A gudmunsen MA
english and german amos epperson music and preparatory on account
of some change in the selection of a teacher in the athletics depart-
ment the name will be given out later the new members of the faculty
come highly recommended as being proficient in their line of work sic

prof mills has visited every ward in the stake during the summer
and has received many assurances from young people and parents that a
good quota will be furnished from all parts of the country tributary to
the school this year

the school will offer the regular high school courses and in ad-
dition a missionary class will be opened in december to which young
men and women may enter and get special instruction and training in
religious topics which of themselves furnish the only true foundation
for permanent and continuous growth the church school offers all the
advantages that state schools supply and besides a course in theology
which acquaints people with a knowledge of the past and future estate
of the soul a gift of itself worth more than all else that man can
obtain

young people who are not members of the church will not be required
to take theology unless they desire but the need of such training is
seen by professors in practically all lines of research because of the
hope of life it holds out and stability it establishes in those so
trained

all students who enter the school are expected to work and will
be made welcome by the faculty board and lodging can be had as
reasonable as anywhere and students will find it advantageous to make
arrangements for such before school opens and as many as can should
start at the commencement of the first semester

by the spring of 1920 it was reported in the community that the academy

would close at the end of that school term because of a lack of sufficient

enrollment and maintenance funds

A committee was organized in the community for the purpose of raising

funds and to encourage the people of the community to support the committee

in their plans to secure the continued operation of the academy

he oakley herald august 18 1911
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figure 10 third cassia academy building 1910
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president jack of the stake presidency was sent to salt lake to confer

with the commissioner of education president jack carried with him a docu-

ment signed by businessmen and individuals pledging 5000 for the maintenance

of the academy during the school year of 192019211920 the1921 commissioner of

education assured president jack that the church would be pleased to appro-

priate the rest of the funds needed

by the spring of 1921 high school facilities were offered by the state

schools which would have caused a duplication of secular studies so cassia

academy was closed the building and grounds costing 43000 were deeded to

the oakley independent highschoolhigh districtschool for the nominal sum of 15000

oakley LDS seminary

the oakley seminary building was constructed at the cost of 6000 and

was completed by the fall of 1926 this building provided for the religious

instruction of the ninth through tweith grade students
r

in 1932 and 1933 the church offered a junior seminary programrogramdogram for the

seventh and eighth grade students these classes were held in the church

buildings adjacent to the basin locust and oakley schools wilford sagers

taught these six classes once each week

the following article describes the enrollment at the seminary and

mentions the names of some of its instructors

the opening of the oakley seminary this year marks the tenth
anniversary of the institution it first opened in the autumn of
1926 under the directorship of george A smith with an enrollment of
46 which increased to 100 the following year in 1928 R golden may
was appointed principal and the registration reached 102 from which
came the first graduating class in the spring of 1929 consisting of
five members in 1931 wesley P lloyd became principal and the enroll-
ment was 105 increasing to 139 during the three years of his director-
ship under J wayne moss who came to the institution in 1934 the

interview with wilford sagers april 10 1963

semi
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registration increased to 155 last year

boyd H ririerivie was the seminary teacher from 1936 to 1940 clawson

richardson from 1940 to 1942 harold larsen from 1942 to 1943 and wilford

sagers from 1943 to 1962 gail ockey is presently the principal

during the nineteen years wilford sagers was the principal and teacher

he achieved the highest average percentage of enrollment in the history of

the entire seminary program with a 99.2992 percent of the LDS students and

a 98.1981 percent of the nonmembernon studentsmember enrolled

he oakley herald august 28 1936the
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CHAPTER VI

COMMUNITY development AND PROBLEMS

before cassia county was formed the goose creek country was part of

owyheeowahee county with the county seat at silver city this was two hundred

and fifty miles distant by the nearest traveled road creating problems for

goose creek settlers for example the owyheeowahee county assessors came over

to goose creek valley and assessed even the possessory land claims this

assessment was illegal because only a very little filing for land and water

had been done and the settlers did not have legal title to the land yet

they were assessed fully for the land they were on while large herds of

cattle in the area received little assessment however because of the

inconvenience due to distance and means of transportation litigation was

not entered into and carried on

cassia county idaho was created by an act of the territorial legis-

lation in february of 1879 this new county included all the territory

south of the snake river from devil creek on the west to raft river on the

east

albion was designated as the temporary county seat by a special election

in april of 1879 with goose creek district contending J Q shirley J E

harrington and R A beecher sr were members of this first temporary

board of county commissioners A special election for a permanent organi-

zation and selection of a permanent county seat was held on june 2 1879

at the organization of this new county were about a dozen settlers on

rock creek and about the same number on goose creek and trapper creek there

were twelve votes cast at rock creek and oakley cast fourteen oakleys

93
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votes came from goose creek basin trapper creek and land creek and vicinity

there was little personal property in the first few years of the countyscountescoun

history

tys
the first assessment roll was 197000 and from seven to nine

hundred dollars was the total tax in those days these taxes on the assessed

evaluation were not collected very quickly because the settlers had a

struggle for existence in establishing themselves in the valley and inasmuch

as produce was the means of exchange very little money was available for

taxes

the territory was under the jurisdiction of united states district
judges acting separately in defined districts john T morgan of oneida

county was chief justice and as district judge he held the first cassia

county court in the year 1880 james B hays succeeded judge morgan in 1885

under these judges litigation started and tax assessments were more equi-

tably defined enforced and processed

william C martindale the first presiding elder in goose creek valley

was elected on the democratic ticket to go to the territorial legislature

in 1882 while in this capacity he worked to get territorial legislative

support to promote the legality of taking water from the snake river for

purposes of irrigation he presented this in a bill entitled house memorial

bill no 9 11 on january 30 1883 the bill was given the third reading nec-

essary before a vote could be made and it passed by a 13 to 9 vote it
then was referred to the territorial committee on mines and mining affairs

and was sent to congress where it died mr martindale introduced another

bill that would have provided women with the right to vote this bill was

defeated by a 7 to 15 count and then laid aside and not passed until 1896

the campaign against polygamy affected the oakley people and was started

algamottalg opamott cit p 308
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with the edmunds act of 1882 by the provisions of this act polygamists

were punished by disfranchisement and a fine of not more than 500 and a

maximum imprisonment of three years children of such unions were also con-

sidered illegitimate

in the fall election of 1884 for the territorial legislative body the

balance of power was in the hands of the antiantl mormonscormons and they decided they

were going to disfranchise all mormonscormons because they supported polygamy

william C martindale was reelectedre forelected the 1884 term and fought against

this bill
fred T dubois idahos famous anti mormon crusader led a crusade

against the LDS church and was successful in getting the courts to back

him to prosecute the members of the church practisingpracticingprac polygamytising deputies

were employed and given good pay to search out these families and bring them

to the courts for punishment

H W smith a young lawyer from blackfoot idaho drafted idahos elec-

tion test oath and it passed the legislature the courts upheld the me-

asure and it became a part of idahos constitution the following is the

oath held legal by the courts

no person is permitted to vote serve as a juror or hold any
civil office who is a bigamist or polygamist or who in any manner
teaches advises counsels aids or encourages any person to enter
into polygamy or who is a member of or contributes to the support
aid or encouragement of any order which teaches polygamy or which
teaches or advises that the laws of this state prescribing the rules
of civil conduct are not the supreme law of the statestace

As a result of the above test oath the members of the church in cassia

county holding county offices were released from their offices as related

in the following quotation

D beal A history of southeastern idaho caldwell idaho caxton
printers ltd 194 p 305

state 1
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A short time ago our county commissioners were ousted from their
office two of them at least because they wouldnt swear to a dis-
graceful kind of an oath and for the same cause our precinct officers
have been removed from office the governor appointed the officers to
fill the vacant places in the county board and they have appointed the
successors to our precinct officers A nice mess that for a free
community to get into the question is to figure in the courts now in
session at albion and possibly may receive a judicial acquiesenceacquiescence or
the reverse

some of the members of the church went to the voting places on election

days and presented their ballots for voting when this was done the

election judges were taken by surprise and decided to test the law they

passed some of the applicants who subscribed to the electors oath and

stated that they had withdrawn from the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints some of the members stated that they would withdraw from the

church vote and then the next day claim membership because of this loop-

hole the election judges added to the oath the statement that they had

withdrawn from the church and would not at any time in the future reunite

with the mormon church this caused such denunciations that it was modified

to the following

I1 do solemnly swear that I1 am not a member of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints and swear to forever uphold the consti-
tution and laws of the united states the teaching of any sect to the
contrary notwithstanding so help me god

the US marshals hired by the government to search out polygamous

families made a number of raids on oakley on several occasions the

marshals were led by a man who had been in oakley a few years before selling

fruit trees and he had stayed long enough to find out about the family

relationships these visits caused a lot of concern and worry to those

living in polygamous relationships the following is an account of a visit

lstakelitake historical record op cit 1888
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of the marshals to oakley

the people of this place were favored with a call from the
deputies yesterday morning at break of day searching houses in

which were only women and children and avoiding those in which they
saw men examining the contents of cellars granaries etc and plying
children on the street with the questions regarding family relations
were the chief features of their visit one lady under whose bed
they were peering asked to see the papers authorizing them to search
private houses and disturb the inmates at that untimely hour the
answer was we have them but do not show them

As they wendedbended their crest fallen way in the direction from which
they came they stopped at one house and apologized for their rudeness
on their former visit their chagrined appearance is accounted for by
the fact that they were as alone on their return as when they came

what these fellows wanted of the men they inquired for the people
did not learn neither did they learn what was the office or calling of
these strange individuals but from their nervousness lack of cour-
tesy piratical methods and general imbecility of manner they were at
once set down as US deputy marshals this is the beginning here in
this county but the end knoweth no man reports say there are three
of these prowlers encamped in the suburbs where they intend to sally
forth from time to time and seize their victims as opportunity offers

at times these deputies would come into the latter day settlements dis-

guised both in dress and in the type of transportation because the people

were on the lookoutlook forout strange men on horses some of the polygamous

family heads were barely able to escape even though they had horses close

by in case of an emergency the following is an example of this

we have had a visit lately from an alleged US deputy marshal
who rode in a buggy and was after alleged polygamists and thought
he had found one who however didnt want to be found so he ran for
his horse that stood staked in the field at the back of the house and
while running was shot at by the alleged deputy three times but didnt
get hit nor did he stop for he rode for fences and washoutsshoutswa or any-
thing that might impede the progress of his pursuer in the buggy

the family the man shot at was thoroughly alarmed as may be
judged but I1 hear of no serious results following in another case
however a lady very nearly lost her life through alarm at the intel-
ligence conveyed to her that her husband would be arrested if found
her condition was very delicate and the shock nearly proved fatal
though help happened along at the right time and she is now doing as
well as can be expected

the alleged deputy is an old residenter sic who had many kind-
nesses shown to him in the past by the people he appears to have

deseret evening news august 31 1885
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elected to persecute

after the mormonscormons were disfranchisedfranchiseddisfranchiserdis the county suffered financially

the appointee positions of the county formerly held by members of the

mormon church were given to individuals appointed by the governor the

mormonscormons contested the appointments and the appointees hired lawyers to

defend their case which they did successfully these newly appointed county

officers paid the attorneys from funds in the county treasury the indeb-

tedness of the county was increased about 50000

in 1890 wilford woodruff issued the official statement of the church

called the manifesto which released the membership of the church from the

practice of polygamy

previous to 1896 the people elected a constable to maintain the peace

and this constituted the organized political village government during the

first few years of oakleys history

As settlers by the hundreds had moved into oakley and the legislature

had granted the saints once again their rights as free citizens a village

governing body was organized in 1896 john L smith was the mayor and A F

0 nielson the clerk with george craner don P albie 0 P bates and

john J millard members of the village board the term of office was set

at three years

in the beginning years of this village government an ordinance was

passed establishing a wage for some of the village offices these wages

were to be paid quarterly and were as follows village clerk 40 village

treasurer 1 village attorney 200 village marshall in addition to fees

60 however the majority of the village boards including the present

bid october 13 1885

he times albion idaho june 1888
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one have received no compensation for their services not even expense

money for meetings they are required to attend 1

the following men have served as mayors of oakley

john L smith 1898 to 1904
S P worthington 1904 to 1909
john 0 lowe 1909 to 1913
the minutes did not give the names from 1913 to 1927

william R gray jan 4 1927 to may 11 1929
S P worthington may 11 1929 to october 13 1931
C B payton oct 13 1931 to may 3 1932
C H mcmurray may 3 1932 to january 3 1933
william C hardy january 3 1933 to december 1933
jared A mercer dec 1933 to sept 1939
C B payton sept 1939 to july 1940
W J southworth july 1940 to may 1 1945
W B whiteley may 1 1945 to april 1949
clarenceciarence matthews april 1949 to feb 5 1957
J N dayley feb 5 1957 to march 3 1959
glen elison march 3 1959 to the present 19632

the present board consists of glen elison chairman don clark

lawrence elliott vern peterson and raddon layton

the following are other ordinances passed in the oakley village in the

early 1900s

ordinance 8 drunkednessdrunkennessDrunk 50edness fine
reckless driving 100 fine
fighting 50 fine
offensive language 100 fine

ordinance 12 prohibit cigarettes liquor to be sold to those under 21
years of age 50 fine plus costs

ordinance 17 prohibit minors admission in public billiard and pool
halls 100 fine

ordinance 25 no baseball in limits of village on sunday 5 to 100
fine plus costs and if default imprisoned in village
jail at hard labor at 1.50150 for every day so confined
until paid

ordinance 28 road poll tax all able bodies 21 to 50 in age are to
work two days or pay 4 to street alleys and parks 3

bakleyoakley village and town inutes 189619631896 on1963 file at the village
office

bid

oakley village ordinance book on file at the oakley village office

william
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bus ines s development

before the latter day saints settled in the goose creek valley there

were two stores in the area one was owned by a mr thatcher and the other

by J F tatro their supplies were brought by teams from kelton utah

hyrum wells started a store in his home in the basin in the beginning

of the latter day saint settlement at that place and soon george ward also

opened a store there that was soon taken over by john fairchilds

in 1880 george S grant established a store in oakley on the present

site of the oakley high school this store was operated by him for several

years until he was accidently killed in a rabbit drive the business was

then sold to several individuals and became the oakley cooperative merca-

ntile association a branch of the ZCMI in salt lake this cooperative

store began its business in 1883 even after the addition of an additional

building to the side of the former grant store it proved inadequate so

they built a two story building which still stands and presently houses the

oakley mercantile

during some of the years in oakleyoakleys history the newspapers gave no

indication of noteworthy events that could be included in this history so

those years of necessity will be omitted

As the number of settlers increased in the area the demand for various

places of business increased and by 1885 oakley had two general merchandise

stores two blacksmith shops two saloons a post office and three public

schools by the year of 1893 there were added another store one hotel

one millinery shop one dressmaker shop two photographers one paint shop

two shoemakers one book and music store and one grist mill with a capacity

of fifty barrels a day

business

1

netterletter from newell dayley march 12 1963
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by 1905 oakley had added a dancing hall another general merchandise

store two drug stores a furniture store four implement houses a state

bank a harness shop two more blacksmith shops a hotel a barber shop a

tin shop a meat market two livery stables a jewelry store a photograph

gallery an opera house three physicians two music teachers two attorneys

and a dentist by this year oakleysoaklessOak populationleys had grown to 2000 people 1

in the year 1910 local option prohibiting the sale of liquor except by

a doctors prescription at a drug store was voted in by a large majority

this lasted until national prohibition in 1918

there was an amusing reference to this local option law in connection

with an article on a flood in the newspaper of march 4 1910

A tremendous flood struck oakley on the last day of february
never before in the history of oakley was the town so flooded as on
that day the streets in the town and those in the country around
were guttered out with some of them left impassable after the high
water had run down it will take many thousands of dollars to put the
roads in as good shape as they were before many bridges were swept
away which will have to be replaced with new ones or the old ones put
back

many cellars were filled up and much damage done in that way the
oakley coop store had a great quantity of goods in the cellar amount-
ing to several thousand dollars worth over one thousand dollars worth
of tea and coffee was stacked away in the cellar when it filled up with
water A good many of the people in the country especially along goose
creek had to move out of their houses until the flood was over oakley
was a wet town on the last day of february notwithstanding there was
local option law in force

by 1911 the oakley dam was under construction and many additional

people moved into oakley to help with its construction others moved in to

purchase land that would soon be under irrigation

accompanying this rapid expansion in population and businesses were

the additions of the utilities to oakleysoaklessOak communityleys the following is an

bidibid december 28 1905

he oakley herald march 4 1910
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announcement of the telephone company coming to oakley

construction work on the oakley plant of the rocky mountain bell
telephone company is nearing completion and more than 100 phones are
already in use in the city much credit is due mr morris J leehy
for the vigorous manner in which he has prosecuted the work

A group of men decided to pipe the warm water from warm spring located

a few miles south of oakley to a park north of the village and have a

swimming pool in connection with the light air park that had been built

these promoters felt that a swimming pool skating rink dance hall ball

park and a horse racing rink would together be a successful enterprise

by the time the water arrived in oakley it was cold some thought that the

water could be used for household purposes and a few experiments were made

which justified this idea this group of men formed the oakley water company

and having a demand for the water laid an 8 inch pipe where formerly 2 inch

pipes carried the stream from warm creek the following is an article

describing the first homes to have bathroom facilities with warm and cold

running water

that people in oakley are alive to the value of improved modern
methods is evidenced by the large number of homes that have in them
complete hot and cold water systems bath rooms closet kitchen sinks
and heating plants most of these have been installed during the past
summer

bathrooms complete have been installed by the oakley hdwedw co in
the homes of wm R gray thos H clardarkmaekhaekciarclae K mcmurray james port
H C haight E B mecham C G elison and S P worthington dr
nielson has a complete system of underground water pressure jos
Y haight hot and cold water system and heating plant and W T jack
is having 2 bath rooms installed which is being completed

last year chas L haight dr E P oldham and mrs A C

worthington had similar additions to their homes which totals a good
number of up to date residences in this place

the commercial club a service unit of organized businessmen promoted

the growth and development of this community this organization has come

bid february 10 1911

bid december 15 1911
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and gone several times and its functions now are taken care of by the

chamber of commerce the following is a sample of the way the organization

pushed for community improvements

another improvement that decidedly improves and that should have
the support of every citizen is installing of an electric lighting
system oakley is the only town of its size in the entire state that
has not an electric light plant and the town of its size that needs
one most therefore let every good citizen put his shoulder to the
wheel and push that oakley in addition to her dandy railway and
telephone systems may have another brother system in a reliable and
up to date lighting system that shall be practically a home institution
and will be consonant with her growing importance such a plant is
now the one thing needed to place oakley on its proper footing and
our solid and substantial citizens should call a meeting get together
and subscribe for enough of the stock to guarantee that oakleysoaklessOak needsleys
shall be the care of oakleysoaklessOak peopleleys
by the end of 1911 another bank had been added as had another fur-

niture store two lumber yards one rooming house two restaurants one

museum two moving picture houses a real estate firm four coal dealers

a roller mill a cold storage butcher shop a tailor shop a dry goods store

an electric supply house a hardware store a US forest office a bell
e

telephone exchange and two railroads

during the year 1911 there was a fire at the light air park this

fire destroyed the skating rink and dance hall

during the summer of 1912 the great shoshone and twin falls water

power company extended their electric light lines into oakley and were

furnishing power to numerous places the arrival of electricity meant much

to this community and provided opportunity to develop other industries in

an efficient manner

by the summer of 1912 every public building in oakley was served with

cement sidewalks and the whole community totaled seven miles of cement walks

bid february 10 1911

bid december 22 1911
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the first newspaper in oakley called the oakley star was published

for the first time on may 11 1893 and was edited by A L davidson A

weekly paper it was published under this name until 1896 when W A

davidson who had recently sold his newspaper in rexburgredburgRex cameburg to oakley

and took over this one changing it to the oakley sun this publication

started on january 30 1896 with W A davidson and D P albee being the

owners they published the following article in announcing their paper

the proprietors of the sun have established it without asking aid
of any kind from any person therefore we can be independent we can
advocate any and all measures that we think are for the public good or
denounce those that we think are not without having to ask some one
else whether it would be policy for us to do so we trust that we
shall publish a clean bright newsy paper that the residents of oakley
and of cassia county will feel a just pride in sustaining both by
their subscriptions and by their advertising patronage

being an independent paper our columns will at all times be open
to the discussion of political and other topics of general interest
we solicit short articles from those who wish to contribute only
demanding that they avoid personalities we however not holding our-
selves responsible for any ideas advanced except those appearing in
our editorial columns

the oakley sun was changed to the oakley eagle in 1901 and was known

by this name until the fall of 1908 when it was changed to the oakley

herald the paper was published under this name under the ownership of

several different men during the ensuing years between 1908 and 1920 in

1920 it was purchased by charles brown an ex minister who had come to

oakley in about 1915 oakley had always been predominantly latter day

saint but with the construction of the oakley dam manymailymally non members had

come to work and by 1915 union church services were being held in a local

building it was the hope of those in charge to unify all the religious

denominations into a union church charles brown served as its minister for

a while the organization functioned for a short time and then stopped

he oakley herald july 23 1953 reprints of articles from oakley
sun
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holding services in oakley it was then that mr brown became owner and

editor of the oakley herald he edited it for the next forty years pu-

blication stopped when he died in 1961 and has not been resumed since that

time mr brown was a very efficient promoter of the oakley area and the

townspeople have missed both him and his newspaper

during 1918 when the flufiu plague was rampant throughout the world the

following article was published in the local newspaper

no one is permitted to leave the precincts of oakley basin
boulder locust marion churchill hazel kenyon and moulton without
permits from the board of health anybody who enters these districts
from the outside will be quarantined five days at their own expense
violations of this order are to be punished by fine or imprisonment
or both 1

during world war I1 the people of oakley supported the war effort

enthusiastically with bond drives and contributions W E elleriyellerfelleray and

wilford sagers headed the bond drives people contributed various items
f

and auction sales were held one rooster sold for 63

in 1923 fire invaded the business block of oakley and the following

businesses were burned out speckmansspeckmannSp hardwareeckmans kicks central market

LD cowan building rooming house bakery nielson and lowe building
0

clark lees restaurant rooming house pressing shop

very few of these business houses were rebuilt because of the decline

in population after the completion of the dam project after the reservoir

was completed the project or the land area to be irrigated with reservoir

water was cut down to one half of its original size and many people moved

away the population increased slightly during the operation of the vipont

bid december 29 1918

hetterletter from wilford sagers may 6 1963 0

he oakley herald january 26 1923
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mine but it declined again after the closing of the mines the population

had dropped from well over 2000 in the booming years to 1000 by 1927

local industries

saw and flour mill james bostetter built a sawmill in the basin and

ran it for about three years then sold it to cooper and mcgavin he then

moved up the south fork of land canyon and put in a shingle mill he sold

lumber for sluice boxes and cabins to miners located along the snake river

As soon as the available lumber was cut out of this area the steam sawmill

was hauled by ox teams to hailey 1 the present bostetter ranger station and

picnic area were named after mr bostetter

in 1884 the tuttle family moved to oakley where they built the first
flour and planing mill in the goose creek valley the following article

tells us of this mill

in 1884 he moved to oakley this state where he built a sawmill
to which he added a small chopping mill two years were then consuedconsumed
in erecting and equipping a flour mill of the buhrstone type which
was afterword changed to the roller system

the machinery for the above tuttle enterprise was freighted by wagon

trains from kelton utah the granite rock for the grinders was first
obtained in utah and vermont but under the constant revolving of the grind-

ing wheel they failed to hold up and consequently the granite had to be

imported from france

A problem developed when the goose creek could not furnish enough water

to run the three mills so the planning and saw mills were abandoned leaving

only the flour mill in operation in 1895 at this time the mill was changed

from the burr type mill to the roller type

llbdllod february 15 1929
r
progressive men of idaho chicago bowen and company 1904 p 892
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people came from as far away as grouse creek utah and rock creek

idaho with wagon loads of grain to be ground into their winter supply of

flour the wood river country also received a supply of flour through wagon

train loads shipped to that area this mill was operated by the tuttle
family until 1903 when john southworth purchased the property in 1910

it was sold to the ferriskesselferris constructionkessel company which was building

the reservoir this company changed it to an electric power system

after mr southworth sold his holdings on the goose creek he purchased

land in oakley adjoining the oregon short line railroad and built a flour

mill and elevator this firm was called the oakley milling and elevator

company and did general milling work also putting up cereals and other

lines connected with that business this mill was put into operation

september 1 1912 and cost approximately 12000 2 it is still in operation

marble quarry in 1885 a marble quarry was opened in the basin by a

mr roberts about nine miles east of oakley at first it was thought that

the marble was the best known in america the stone was a clear white and

was capable of the finest polish the supply was not very extensive and

has proved through the years to be a soft marble 3 there are approximately

100 tombstones in the oakley cemetarycometary today made from this marble quarried

by mr roberts the tombstones are eroding rapidly and the writing is barely

visible 4

in 1931 another marble claim was worked by a mr vey of wisconsin

he prepared a carload for shipment but this has never developed into a

interview with newell dayley
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profitable enterprise

coal mining in the 1890s jim mabey and edward barrett prospected

for coal up goose creek and trapper creek and located several beds of coal

some 20 miles south of oakley the beds they located were all of a poor

quality they averaged about 15 percent moisture and about 30 percent ash

but were high in gas content when this was reported others went prospecting

and found other veins of about the same content A fair vein of coal was

located a few miles above the phil shaw ranch on trapper creek and this

mine furnished the normal school at albion the oakley coop cassia

academy and the peoples union in oakley with coal until the railroads

came into oakley and brought better coal people came from twin falls and

other areas for coal and it was sold for 1 a load one of these beds was

worked by eight men in two shifts they ran a tunnel about 100 feet and

then decided to go nearer the foot of the mountain and sink a shaft they

sank a shaft a hundred feet and went through several beds of very clean

lignite the veins were very thin but almost free from ash

by 1906 there were two well established veins of coal each being five

feet thick at the outcroppingcroppingout and the coal was said to be superior to that

of the rock springs and kemmerer mines this coal was selling readily for

2 a ton at the mines and 8 at oakley some were planning on making this

coal available to burley minidokaMini anddoka other regions but the plans never

materialized for the railroads in 1910 made better coal available the
f

coal fields of oakley were never used after the railroads came to oakley

in 1913 a bulletin was sent to oakley from the geological survey

dealing with the coal and lignite deposits of cassia county it reported

he oakley herald march 3 1933
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that there were 156 square miles of lignite fields in the county and clas-

sified them as very dirty impure and with a high percentage of water and

earthy matter

in 1933 T fo shaw reported that he saw smoke coming from the mouth

of one of the mines up trapper creek and upon investigation found the mine

on fire

cheese factory A cheese factory was started in oakley in 1918 at

this factory an excellent grade of cheese was produced and a ready market

was found for the product in 1918 the factory was paying 1200 per month

for milk and 375 for labor this company was called the diamond R factory

the outstanding quality of the oakley cheese made at this factory is

evidenced by a letter received by the manager R M reed this letter was

received from the purity chain stores ltd san francisco california the

general manager stated that he could use 150 cases of their triplet cheese

per week

mr reed couldnt fill the orders from nearbynear townsby the demand for

cheese from the oakley factory exceeded the supply many times 2

when a better market for milk in neighboring towns became available

this factory was forced to close down

precious metal mining the vipont mine was located about 20 miles

south of oakley and was actually in the state of utahsutahg but due to the

existing roads minerals were transported down the birch creek road to the

railroad this mine affected oakleysoaklessOak populationleys and business growth as

there were no utah settlements close and accessible

the vipont mine had been worked in the 1880s and periodically since

bid october 3 1913

bid september 25 1931
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then it has yielded some profits to the miners from time to time in 1918

the property was purchased by mr C A phillips of spokane washington a

prominent mining man

the mine consisted at this time of over six thousand feet of underground

workings there was sufficient ore blocked out according to the engineers

to run a one hundred ton a day mill from six to ten years the report

from the mine was that the silver was running from 500 to 1000 ounces of

silver to the ton stocks in this company were offered for sale at 30 cents

a share for the purpose of completing the midway tunnel

the following article mentions the progress at the mine by the winter

of 1918

one car load of gold and silver ore has been shipped from the
vipont to smelterseltersshelterssm at salt lake this makes the third car this autumn

A boarding house and an office building have been erected all
necessary supplies have been brought in for the winter the company
plans to keep sixteen men employed through the cold weather and to
add to the force next spring

preparations are being made to build a concentrating mill of 150
tons capacity next spring A power line will be taken up from oakley
and a good wagon road built on the west slope of the mountain

the vipont promises to be one of the leading mines of idaho

by 1920 three shifts a day were working at the vipont mine another

100 horsepower fairbanks morse engine was being installed that would help

eliminate some of the shortage of power 3

by the summer of 1920 the vipont mill was treating an average of 130

tons of ore a day with three thousand dollars worth of concentrates per

day being shipped this mine was producing over a million dollars a year

in the early spring of 1921 some 50 men worked for about two months

bid july 15 1918
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to place power poles from oakley to the vipont mine some 21 miles

the greatest number of people living at the site of the vipont mine

was approximately 500 people

during the intensive operation of the vipont mine millions of dollars

of ore were hauled over the birch creek road this road had been used many

years earlier for the stage line road and through the years not much improve-

ment had been made during the operation of the mines the road was in poor

shape and the company on many occasions had to stack shipments at the

mine until rainy seasons were over so that the ore could be shipped without

getting the rigs bogged down on the road

when the price of silver dropped from 1.00100 to 75 an ounce no profit

could be made and the mine closed the last load of silver was hauled out

in 1922 oakleyoakleys population declined again since that time the mine has

been worked by different people and even today there is some mining activity

near there in the skoro mine

the following are precious metal mines that were operated at one time

or another in the oakley area the little jewell mine 9 miles east of

oakley which contained 14 mining claims the young america mine 5 miles

north of the little jewell with 4 mining claims skoro mine adjacent to the

vipont mine and boulder mine 12 miles to the north of oakley

the following is a brief history of the idaho silver mine

the idaho silver is a good example of what inducements the mining
industry has to offer in the vicinity of oakley this mine was first
opened between 1900 and 1903 by a group of oakley men the tunnel was
driven in about 300 feet and a shaft sunk from the tunnel level at a
point from 5010050 feet100 from the face of the tunnel reached a depth of
about 100 feet high values of silver were found in the shaft all the
way down the claims were reached near the bottom where it is
asserted by some who were connected with the enterprise the ore showed
the almost incredible figure of 2000 ounces of silver to the ton

bid january 21 1921
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those back of the project were good men but due to lack of proper
organization work was discontinued in 1903 years later bill garvin
took up the claims to clear out the old tunnel was more difficult
than to make a new one but he set out to find the old shaft on
august 1 1920 the idaho silver mining company was incorporated with
bill garvin president john garvin vice president walter southworth
secretary and treasurer 1

because of the lack of capital this mining company dissolved their

partnership

oil drilling the west pearl oil and gas company designated oakley as

a potentially rich oil field and by january of 1920 this company had their

rig some twelve miles south of oakley drilling for oilooilailo they drilled thirty

feet the first day D P carpenter who was in charge of the operation

stated his belief that they would strike oil within one to four months

this well if successful was to be the first one in the state of idaho

mr carpenter was planning to sink a second wellweli in the near future and

stated that they would see a big herd of wells in the oakley district this
0

machinery on the JD ranch was of the highest grade

by the last of february the depth of the well was 800 feet and by

the last of may the following article was published

oakley already has an oil well not a geyser but one probable
capacity of producing the precious liquor in paying quantities the
well is down 1400 feet and the drillersillersdrillarsdr are still at work determined
to secure a larger flowlow of oil

excitement reigned in oakley monday when the report spread that
a large flow of oil had been struck on the JD ranch 12 miles south of
oakley the rumor spread to burley twin falls gooding and other
places scores of autos filled with men eager to look at the first
oil well in idaho went up the goose creek road but most of the would
be spectators had to take their look from a safe distance as they
were confronted with no trespassingTres signspassing

the well has reached a depth of 1400 feet the present equipment
is sufficient for going 4000 however it is not expected that it will
be necessary to go so far

bid november 12 1920
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twelve additional inches of water were struck at a depth of 1200
feet there seems to be no limit to the supply of water underground

reliable parties report that when the last flow of oil was encoun-
tered oil could be seen floating 2000 feet down goose creek 1

As soon as a sign of oil had been found oil men were busy leasing

lands both southeastsouth andeast southwestsouth ofwest oakley and by the middle of july

of 1920 another test well was started by the same company

the drilling for oil by this company extended over the period of a

number of years but only small traces of oil were found this was a very

disappointing venture because the mountain formation and strata suggested

a producing oil field but after all the work and anticipation the drilling

stopped many thousands of dollars were lost in this venture

transportation

the transportation during the early settlement of oakley was team and

wagon this means of transportation was very time consuming and tiresome

and required much preparation mary jane gorringe tolman an early pioneer

of oakley wrote in her biography of the journeys her family had taken from

oakley to logan and other parts of utah she described a journey to logan

to do temple work at the request of her father in law they left on may 1

1887 with their five children her mother her husbands mother and some

of his brothers and their families they traveled one week to get there

worked in the temple two weeks and took one week to come home arriving on

june 1 1887

in the fall of 1891 mrs tolmanscolmansTol mothermans wrote and wanted to come out

to oakley for the winter mrs tolman talked it over with her husband and

he said he thought it would be all right for her to go for her mother A

covered wagon was made ready and her son william who was only eleven years

bidibid may 28 1920
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old a baby one year old and she herself leftlef on october 28 her brother

was supposed to be in utah and was to come back with them she started on

her journey and her brother who had found a way to come to oakley met

them on the way and drove the team into utahoutahitaho mrs tolman stated that she

had made several journeys like this which usually took about one month for

travel and visiting i

oakley had transportation lines connecting with minidokaMini whendoka the

union pacific ran a line through there to the west coast minidokaMini wasdoka

45 miles northeast of oakley and an 1898 newspaper advertised the stage

line that left minidokaMini atdoka 7 AM and arrived in albion at 2 PM there

was also a daily stage from oakley to albion leaving oakley at 8 AM and

leaving albion back for oakley at 1 PM the fare from oakley to albion was

1.50150 or 2.50250 round trip 2

in 1905 after bur ley had received a railroad line a stage left bur ley

at 2 PM and arrived in oakley around 6 PM

the following is the announcement of the first motor car to take over

the old stage line from oakley to bur ley

at a meeting of the promoters of the oakley and burley auto car
company held february 16 in the parlor of the burley hotel satisfactory
arrangements were made to stock an auto line of first class machines
between oakley and burley and if business will justify a complete
auto livery barn will be stocked by the company the stock necessary
to inaugurate this new enterprise was taken up at the first meeting
among the promoters at the meeting were benbeno critchlow of ogden B E

barr of burley J J millard H F wells of oakley the first machine
will be an 18 horse power surrey type and will be on the burley and
oakley road on march the 15 1905 A J henrod has the contract to
put the road in condition for auto travel 3

the idaho southern railroad had a line between burley and twin falls

tbjld 1947 cassia stake number
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and decided to run a line from milner straight south to oakley this line

was completed on february 10 1910 this linked oakley by rail with the

rest of the world and proved a real asset to the building of the dam and

the transporting of sheep cattle and produce this line ran tracks to

oakley east of the canal that is west of the present oakley high school

this railroad went out of business after a few years 5 because of the conven-

ience of the newer and more complete oregon short line facilities this

railroad company completed a line from bur ley to oakley on may 26 1911

the new company provided a very convenient depot stockyardsstock sideyards tracks

and other conveniences given to larger towns this railroad is still in

use today 1963 and makes runs when necessary to transport beets and other

items for the benefit of the people of oakley

mailmaiimali routes

the first mail into the goose creek valley came by way of the pony and

stage express that entered the valley on the birch creek road from kelton

utah beginning in 1869

in 1878 this route was changed to the marsh basin cutoffcut albionoff

and frank riblett was the postmaster until 1880

in the spring of 1880 enoch ro dayley became the postmaster in cassia

county with the main office in oakley A man was sent to albion for the

mail each day and so it was possible to dispatch mail to albion and get an

answer back the same day enoch dayley was succeeded by his daughter miss

genettee I1 dayley after her 9 by P eo dayley and still later by john H

fairchild

burley
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the mail came to oakley by way of albion until 19065 when bur ley was

connected with the railroad thereafter oakley received its mail by way

of bur ley 1

culture and recreation

pioneers enjoyed getting together in a spirit of good fellowship they

needed something to take their minds off their difficult labors and a dance

or a dramatic presentation took away the loneliness and added variety to their

daily routine

in the early days of the settlement candles served as lights for the

dances and during the summers they had many dances and parties in their log

cabins the following article describes the types of music used and dances

held in the early settlement

our first violinist was martin keplinger he was good and when
he wanted a rest he would get someone to play a hornpipe he would
give us a step dance and he was pretty hard to beat if it was cold
weather he would dance in his felt boots sometimes uncle will marcus
would play the arkansas travelerTra forvelor him then we had heber K

mcbride and others that played with him james port william dahlquist
orin bates was another violinist then came eli M lee M M fairchild
and his orchestraoorchestraorchestrasorches

the
trao

dances of the days were quadrilles waltzes lancers american
national the prompter gave the calls for the different kinds of music
the fancy dances of those days were the minuet french 4 and other very
beautiful dances there were no fox trots or two steps or the charles-
ton and lo10 and behold they still come we had 30 minutes intermis-
sion at 12 oclock and danced until 3 or 4 but we learned better and
found out we could get all the recreation we wanted by 12 or 1230
oclock

some fine concerts were given by the mutuals cons is ting of
choruses readings quartets step dances and other things that made
enjoyment for the people in those early days we were compelled to
make our own amusements in the early settlement of the valley every
person that could came out old and young david walker and H H

severe were two of the other musicians who played for various occasionsoccas 2lonsions

in the winter of 1883 a dramatic organization was formed consisting

he oakley herald october 18 1929 march 12 1937 june 25 1959
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of those who enjoyed drama this organization enthusiastically welcomed

by the people who were starving for a variety of entertainment was under

the supervision of william co martindale and its members were C W bailey

john J millard sr joseph R rice john burnette horton D haight jr
H D clark orson P bates urilda mcbride mary haight and others who

were added later as necessity required

at christmas time in december of 1883 the first play ever presented

in oakley was given this was a comedy entitled rough diamond with the

following cast of characters the rich uncle hyrum do clark cousin joe

C W bailey margery urilda mcbride lady and lord plato lenorah severe

and john J millard the old log church was packed to its capacity with

members and non members of the churchochurchcharcho the stage curtain was a wagon cover

and the furniture a table and a few chairs the evening closed with a

dance

in the fall of 1884 they started to get out logs to build a large

hall for a place to be used as a church and for all recreations this

building had a large stage and a hall for dancing and other amusements and

was completed in 1885 the following is a list of some of their drama

presentations gun maker of moscow the charcoal burner the rose of

eiricelricciric val and the husband of an hour

the plays put on by this organization were one of the big attractions

for oakley in those early days and from the proceeds of the plays presented

a large payment on an organ for church purposes was made A six piece

orchestra accompanied this dramatic group and added variety and entertainment

that contributed to their success

bid july 26 1935
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in 1885 the oakley brass band was organized with twenty members it
was under the leadership of henry parkinson and james port two prominent

members of a similar organization in grantsvilleGrants utahville who had come to

oakley this organization became very successful in giving top entertain-

ment and towns in the surrounding area asked for their services on the

fourth and twenty fourth of july the residents of oakley could expect to

be awakened by the strains of the star spangled banner red white and

blue america or other patriotic songsosongsjongso on these special occasions

when the people met together at the bowery they were always given a

reception with the true spirit of the occasion by this spirited band this

organization lasted for some fifteen years

after the oakley brass band had dissolved its organization there were

others who insisted on a brass band and another one was organized the wan

ship brass band the following is an article concerning this organization

the wanshipmanship brass band passed through oakley on the 13th and
played some very good music which filled the hearts of the citizens
with so much glee that many followed them to kamas the band boys
have improved very much the past year 2

in 1908 a new organization was effected called the oakley silver

band this organization carried on the function of entertainment for

special occasions in oakley and in other communities for a number of years

as the former bands had done there have been several dance orchestras

organized that have served well at oakleysoaklessOak numerousleys dances and other

festive occasions throughout the yearsyearsopearso

oakley has been favored by having many musically talented citizens

one group that has sung for the last several years is a mens chorus under

bidibid
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the direction of blaine martindale

because of the size and location of the community 9 few commercial

recreational facilities have been establishedoestablishedestablish A swimming pool is presently

under construction but for such facilities as bowling alleys skating rinks

and golfing the people go to burley or other nearby towns in addition to

movies dances dramas music and church recreational activities the

people enjoy oakleys numerous picnicking and fishing areas many jaunts

to the hills are made by church school 9 and private groups the communitys

recreation has been and still is of a simple nature much of it being carried

out in conjunction with the recreational program of the latter day saint

church

edo
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CHAPTER VII

FOLKLORE

the oakley area has had its own legends and tall tales that have added

excitement and fears to the people in the community

oakleys great gold mine

in the late 1800s a prospector returning from the hills was killed

by lightning in front of the J F back home in oakley when his body was

picked up and his clothes examined gold nuggets were found in the pockets

the only person who ever knew the exact location of the great gold mine

of oakley was the prospector who was struck by lightning the following

article describes this prospector

for he was cursed with an insane suspicion that somebody
was trying to steal the claim to william whittle and other friends
he gave tentative information about the finds but not the exact
location always he carried a gun and lots of ammunition ready for
the enemy whom he expected

the enemy destined to steal the secret was death or time and
neither death nor time was afraid of the bullets the prospectors
secret has been kept well

he died after a life of poverty and the acquaintances whom he
suspected of treachery and who suspected him of insanity many of
them too have died in poverty how curiously like life in general if
indeed it be true that an abundance of gold awaits the prospectors
near oakley early timers relate that an opportunity came to interest
capitalists in developing the mine the prospector invited a group of
men to visit his holdings the party arrived in oakley only to be
turned back by the prospector whose suspicions had become an obsession

it is said that the gold nuggets found in the prospectors pockets
were obtained from the cold creek district south of oakley i1

various individuals have claimed knowledge of the location of the claim

but nothing has ever been produced it would be an interesting story to

he oakley herald june 5 1931
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know how many people have searched either in imagination or actually for

this and other reported fabulous mines

the wild hairy man of birch creek

the stories of a wild hairy man who chased boys and girls started in

the early summer of 1932 A young man was riding horseback at night in the

lonely birch creek canyon and felt that something was after him As he

looked around he saw a form which he concluded was that of a gorilla the

creature was unclothed and extremely hairy and gave swift pursuit it was

with difficulty that the boy on the horse could make a getaway

A boy going from moulton to aimoalmo saw what he thought was a man behind

a tree and said hello the figure snarled and came from behind the tree

the trembling horse bolted and made a record time to almo

many accounts of contact with this hairy man came into the local paper

office and many of the stories did not agree on various points for example

he was not apt to be seen in broad daylight he was more apt to be seen

when one was expecting to see himhimo he was more likely to scare boys who

had work to do or a duty to perform than boys who were bent on pleasure

while he was apparently able to prevent boys from bringing home the cows

the coast always seemed clear when a boy wanted to attend a dance somewhere

the rumors of this hairy man always came from someone who had talked

with someone who had talked with someone else who had known a boy that had

seen the wild man of birch creekocreekcreedo

there has been a lot of speculation as to who this hairy man could have

been some have said he must have been a hermit who had lost his power of

speech or perhaps a moonshiner who was trying to frighten inquisitive

prowlers from his workshop
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many of the boys and girls believed it sacreligiousreligioussac to doubt his exis-

tence and were fearful of him especially at night

the following article describes the hairy man of birch creek as

published in the local paperpaperspapert

some of the youngsters of cassia county are wondering what they
should do if they were to meet the wild hairy man of birch creek the
old fellow who was supposed to frighten children last summer when they
went out after the cows it is reported that one boy who lives at
basin is thinking of applying for a permit to carry firearms for pro-
tection against this menace

such incidents give a lopsided impression of the hairy one like
other human beings he has many shortcomings and peculiarities but at
heart he is not a bad being despite his gruffness and clumsiness he
is not unkind to those who know how to approach him properly his
yearnings toward service have been reported in this paper and had not
the banking situtationsitu oftation southern idaho improved he probably would
have opened a bank in his cave just to help his fellow men

if you happen to meet the wild hairy man dont shoot him and
dont run from him approach him in a friendly way and he may invite
you to his cave for lunch wood haulers say that among the delicacies
featured on his lunches are jerked gopher meat and dried grasshoppers
his fondness for these two items is intense and he is said to fly into
a rage if anybody turns up a nose at them 2

city of rocks loot

the city of rocks was the supposed hiding place of stolen loot taken

from a stage holdup in the early 1860s many people from oakley and sur-

rounding communities have searched for this hidden treasure but have found

nothing no doubt anyone who has known the story and who has gone to the

city of rocks picnicking pine nutting or sightseeingsight hasseeing each taken a

turn searching for the gold captivated by the thought that he might be the

lucky one to find itito

in the early 1860s a stage was held up with a reported loss of from

fifty to one hundred thousand dollarsodollarsdallarsodoldoi edlarso long a stage driver on the butte
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montana to salt lake city run and his partner waylaid the stage at robbers

roost which was two massive rocks that flanked the stage trail between

mccanimonmccamrnonmcmanimonMcCa andnimonulmon pocatello no one knew who had done it in a short time a

posse was raised from the utah area and went in pursuit of the two unknown

men ed long and his partner were spotted camped in some brush in birch

creek cassia county when longs companion saw the horsemen coming he

was afraid that questioning would reveal that they were the stage robbers

he pulled his gun and a gunfight broke out

long offered no resistance and told his partner not to fight because

many of the men in the posse were friends of his long threw down his gun

just as a possemanspos gunsemans fired found its mark and killed him his partner

fought until he was badly wounded then they captured him and took him to

the stage station where his wounds were dressed he refused to tell them

where the loot was hidden because he was wanted in texas on other charges

he was turned over to the texas law authorities

A few years later a stranger who had met longs partner in texas came

to newton utah the stranger said that the partner had told him the loot

was hidden near the city of rocks he asked leander whittaker who knew

the country well to be his guide and he consented whittaker had known

ed long because he had been the horse tender for the woodland stage station

when long was a stage driver

they left newton and were gone for several days returning empty handed

they had failed to find the loot then whittaker learned from the stranger

that he had a bloody past hed killed eleven people and was wanted in

texas the whittakersWhit weretakers relieved when he leftleftihefti

four years later he came back and said he had been wrong about the

money being hidden near the city of rocks this time he stated that the
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loot was hidden about five miles from the spot where long was killed
no one knows for sure whether or not the stranger ever found the loot

nor does anyone know what became of him 1

the following is another account of some of the details concerning this

robbery

one of the robbers was badly wounded and report had it that he
made his way into the mountains and at a point near the city of rocks
made a cache estimated all the way from 50000 to 100000 dollars
then he wandered into a trappers camp where he died from the effects
of his wound but before passing he told the trapper that he had hidden
the treasure among some of the cedar trees south of and in sight of the
twin sister boulders

the trapper made several unsuccessful attempts to find the cache
and finally he told glovemakerglove jimmaker about it and during the summer
of 1873 jim camped near the twin sister boulders for several months
but although he searched diligently he failed to find the cache

there are many accounts of this robbery and the amount of money stolen

also varies from story to story but the story persists that the money was

hidden near the city of rocks whatever the truth might be the possibility

of finding the treasure has brought a touch of adventure to the hearts of

many who have traveled in the area

the legend of peaceful valleyvailey

A long time resident of oakley valley wrote the following legend about

his beloved valley for a july twenty fourth pioneer day publication

the burley herald bulletin the golden anniversary edition 1955
the information for this story was given to the newspaper writers by P H

whittaker of decio a son of leander whittaker

algamottwalgamottalg opamott cit a ppap 454645
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jimmaker was an old trapper who had for years been in the
employ of various fur companies of southern idaho and had trapped the streams
tributary to the snake river as an independent trapper

he was plying his trade as buckskin worker at the city of rocks stage
station on the kelton utah and the dalles oregon stage road

glovemakerglove jimmaker was a quiet spoken man ripe in experience of the west
dating back to the early 1830s he held many audiences on the stagecoach
travel route spellbound with his interesting stories and experiences
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it happened many many moons ago when our land was inhabited only
by the red man it was a time when the indian tribes and even the
indian nations were at war with each other there was much bloodshed
in the land and many were suffering from hunger and sickness because
the warriors hadnt time to hunt for food nor to care for the ill
while all of this was taking place there lived in the northern part
of the country a young warrior a son of the chief of the tribe this
young warrior grew tired of the continual wars his people took part in
deep down in his heart he had a love for all of his brothers not just
those of his own tribe and because of this love many of his young
brothers looked up to him

one day he went to his father and tried to persuadepers himuade to stop
the wars the killing of his brothers and instead to have peace in
the land the great chief who had been in many battles and had felt
the glory of victory thought that his son was a coward and became
very angry for punishment he sent his son and the sympathetic braves
on a mission of destruction

the young warriors journeyed southward the son did not intend to
carry out his fathers wishes and he knew that if he did not do as
his father had commanded neither he nor his followers could ever return
to their homes and families so the young braves wandered about the
land seeking a place to build new homes where they would always have
peace

one day they came to a large winding river they swam their
horses across and found themselves in a large valley surrounded by
hills it was a beautiful green place its plains were waving
with grass feed for the horses wild game was everywhere food for
them the deer the elk the antelope and the wild chickens had made
this their home it was a land of many streams and fish swam in their
waters and above all it had a look of peace about it

we will make our homes here said the young chief here we

will live in peace with no enmity toward our brotherobrotherotherobrocherobr
the valley was well located for their protection there were high

mountain lookout peaks on the east the river flowed along the north
and mountain ranges met the sky on the south and west for many years
they found peace in the peaceful valley other red men heard of the
chief and his people and came to live with them when brothers of
other tribes rode through their valley with the swiftest of horses they
would ride to meet them not to kill but to tell them of the happiness
they enjoyed

one day the good chief died and was buried somewhere in his peace-
ful valley years went by the white man came and as he rode through
the valley he looked back to the south and saw on the middle mountain
what seemed to be an indian chief carved out of the distant landscape
on his head he wore the headdress of a chief in winter the feathers
were made white by the drifts of snow in spring and summer they were
the darkest of green while in the autumn they changed to red and
yellow his forehead was long and receedingrece hiseding nose appeared large
his hands were folded upon his heart to the south and east a small
round knoll seemed to have been put there just to form his feet the
white man called it indian mountainmountains and as travelers came those
headed for california turned south at its base while those who pressed
on to oregon looked back at the image as they crossed peaceful valley
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many white people stayed to make their homes at the foot of indian
mountain

many years passed and the valley acquired a different landscape
A town was built the land was made productive and many people called
the valley home the white men who made their homes here found their
valley a land of peace and plenty a haven tucked away from the hustle
and drive of the outside world

not many years after the settlers had come into the valley in
covered wagons men flew across the valley in airplanes and as they
streaked over the valley not knowing the history of its past they
named it peaceful valley because of the absence of air currents and
air pockets

As the years come and go all who have been touched by the
influence of peaceful valley have come to realize that the great
indian chief who lived here many moons ago was right when he taught
that it is better to live in peace to love all your brothers 1

10akleyoakley pioneer day celebration booklet 1959 john A clarkdarkmark
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ABSTRACT

oakley is located in southern idaho in the goose creek

valley an area traversed by trappers and explorers who named

the streams and left accounts of their experiences and travels

it was a rendezvous for indians who went there to gather pine

nuts and get wild game for their winters meat

an emigration trail was located south of oakley where

thousands wendedbended their way to california emigrants going to

oregon from the east branched off this trail at the city of

rocks and came down birch creek to the rock creek stage station

southeast of the present town of twin falls idaho and there

met the established oregon trail
in 1860 one of the most calamitous indian attacks in

emigration history took place on a branch of the emigration

trail near the present site of almoaimo idaho where 300 men

women and children from missouri were massacred by renegade

indians the federal forces stationed in utah patrolled the

area and finally secured it for settlement

the goose creek valley was a lush productive range land

for cattle from the 1870s to the 1880s when overgrazing

settlement and drouth made it unprofitable for the cattle

companies to continue

the oakley meadows stage station was established in oakley

in 1869 it was one of the connecting points between kelton

1
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utah and boise idaho for freighting supplies and trans-

porting people A few settlers moved into the area in the

1860s and 1870s and settled on the streams where they

raised grain for the stage station animals and eked out a

living

oakley was investigated by members of the latter day

saint church and opened for settlement in 1880 after creek

water rights were purchased most of the pioneers who settled

in oakley came from tooelethoele stake in utah

the land was surveyed and developed by the LDS settlers

to sustain the hundreds of mormonscormons moving in it was necessary

to divert water from the various creeks for irrigation there

was much land available and the people saw the need for a dam

that would hold the precipitation until it was needed the

oakley dam was constructed between 1909 and 1913 by 1934

the irrigation project was cut down to one half its original

size because of decreasing precipitation through the years

oakley was a part of box elder stake from 1880 to 1887

then it was organized as the cassia stake this made it more

convenient for the leaders to keep in contact with stake

members through the years as other settlements were estab-

lished within the cassia stake boundaries oakley remained

the central headquarters of the stake responsibilities of

the stake presidency increased and by 1913 the year of the

next stake division the presidency were responsible for

twenty eight wards and nine branches in an area of 22000

square miles since that time ten stakes have been organized
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within the original cassia stake boundaries

because secondary schools were not provided by the state

in the earlier years of oakleys history he LDS church

sponsored the cassia stake academy from 1889 to 1921 then

the state assumed the responsibility and purchased the academy

building from the church

economic activities affecting oakleys development were

farming freighting grain milling sheep and cattle raising

mining marble quarrying reservoir construction and oil

drilling during the boom mining era and construction of the

reservoir oakleys population climbed to over 2000 after

the mines closed the population decreased but the little
community has maintained a fairly constant population of

about eight hundred dominantly oakley has been a farming

area and today 1963 139589 acres are under cultivation
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